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CHAPrER I
INTRO DUCT I ON

Although there have been many investigations
concerned with methods of teaching, the field of method
still presents many unsolved problems.

The individual-

laboratory versus the lecture-demonstration methods of
teaching re.main a controversial issue.

Scientific

investigation has not proved the superiority of either
method.
The Problem
A controlled investigation of green plants as
the most important food factories of the world has been
made in order to contribute more information upon the
issue.
Stated more specifieally, the problems of this
experimental study were the following:
l.

To determine which of the two methods, if
either, is superior as a procedure for
learning.

2.

To determine whether lab oratory experi.ro.ents
are more effective than lecture-demonst r ation
in training students to think clearly, to
correlate and retain facts; and finally, to
draw logical conclusions.
To determine, if possible, which method
stimulated the greater amount of pupil
interest.
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Objectives
In order to arouse general interest in the pupils
before beginning the project, some of the following
objectives were presented:
1.

To give students a greater lcnowledge of
their environment.

In pointing out this objective, the writer
presented some inspirational thoughts from Benjamin
Franklin in his "Proposals for the Education of the
Youth of Pennsylvania.d Franklin1 in this very interest"
ing monograph quotes approvingly
from a French contempo-

rary as follows:
I say that even Children are capable of
studying Nature, for they have Eyes; • • •
They ask questions, and Love to be informed;
and here we need only awaken and keep up in
them the desire of Learning and Knowing, which
is natural to all Mankind • • • It is inconceivable, how nany thi ngs Children are capable
of, if all the Opportunities of Instructing them
were laid hold of, with which they themselves supply
us. A Garden, a country, a Plantation, are all
so many Books which lie open to them; but they
must have been taught and accustomed to read in
them. Nothing is more common among us than the
Use of Bread and Linen. How seldom do Children
know how either of them are prepared, through
how many Operations and Hands the corn and Flax
must pass, before they are turned into Bread and
Linen? The same may be said of Cloth, which
bears ~o resemblance to the Wool whereof it is
f'onned, any more than Paper to the Rags which
are picked up in the Streets: And why should
1. James N. Rule. "Educational Usefulness of
Science." {The Science Counselor, Vol. IV. p. 116.
December, 1938T • .
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not children be instructed in these wonderful
works of Nature and Art which they every day
make Use of without reflecting upon them?
Buckham2 also contributes some thoughts regarding
the same objectives:
It is in the laboratory that the student gets
the feel of the law of nature which he is studying

. .. .. .. .. .. .... . . .... . . ..

and if the problems are chosen as nearly as possible
from students, envi r onment, the chances of transfer
to out-of-school activities are greatly increased.
Thus in guiding students with important things in
nature, the teacher has an exceptional opportunity
to influence the character of his students.
Another important fact given to the students was
that practically all mants food comes from green plant s.
For this purpose the writer used a large poster (Fig. 1),
which illustrated the above principle.

This poster was

placed on the bulletin board during the entire experiment .
In order to set the s t age for the actual work,
the director, in charge, explained to both groups a
few of the underlying factors and processes involved
in the concept of photosynthesis.

From another poster

it was made clear to both groups that the leaves of trees
are like factories where the water and mineral salts they
2. w. B. Buckham. "An Endeavor to contact Objectives with Methods in the Teaching of Science." (School
Science and .Mathematics, Vol. 36, P• blO. June, 1936).

Pond Life,
Fish

Maple Tree,
Maple syrup

Fig. 1.

Illustrating the Plant Life Source of All Food.
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contain are made into food for the use of the whole tree;
that the soil, the roots, and the stems play important
parts in transporting food; that the sun furnishes
the heat and light, and that at some ruture 't ime stored
energy may be released to carry on the activities of a
living organism, or to propel an airplane across a continent, (Fig. 2).
some of the following significant facts concerning the concept of photosynthesis were then made lrnovm.
to the students:

1.

To photosynthesis we are indebted f or the
cotton and linen for our clothing, our f oods,
the lumber ror our ho.mes, as well as for fuels.

2.

All living matter is probably dependent on
photosynthesis.

3.

Organic acids are indirect products of photosynthesis and are f' ound in i'ruits and vegetables.

4.

Fats and oils are also indirect products of
photosynthesis.

5.

Products of American far.ms are coming into
µseas indus~rial raw materials.

6.

Coal, oil, and natural gas have their origin
in photosynthesis.

7.

Plant and ani mal material have been transformed by geological processes involving high
pressures and temperatures into such compounds
as coal, oil, and natural gas. That methods
have already been worked out for the direct
conversion of carbohydrat es, such as cellulose
to hydrocarbons simi lar to those found in petrolewn.

8.

In one year the E. I. de Pont de Nemours Company

6

Fig. 2.

A Tree is a Factory for the Manufacture
of sugar and Starch.
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alone used 23,000,000 pounds of fats and oils,
and corn products representing the yield from
1,400,000 acres.

9. The Ford Motor Company has used s oybean protein

to produce fibers on an experimental basis for
the upholstery in Ford cars . The company also
uses soybean oil in its car fin ishes and soybean
meal to produce plastic molding compounds, such
as cases for steel molds and foundry sand cores.
The Ford factories are also paint ed with a soybean oil paint.3

Thus, the writer feels safe in saying that when a
general view of the concept is given to students in the
beginning , much interest and curiosity is aroused.
Another important object ive which the writer wished
to inculcate into the minds and hearts of the students
was the follo wing:
2.

To make students cognizant of the loveliness
of God ts creation.

For this purpose a chart was designed .

On this

chart was sketched a conventional design of lilies, in the
center of which was printed the biblical text, "CONSIDER
THE LILIES • • • (Fig. 3).

Since an Easter lily was studied

in connection with this project, it seemed appropriate
to use this fi gure to make students aware of the beauty
of Godts handiwork in nature.
When a student memorizes the lines, nBut only
~. Arthur Talbot Bawden.
New York, The Macmillan Company,

Mants Physicai Universe.

1943, pp . 719-724.
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Figure 3.
Illustrating the Beauty of Godts
Handiwork in Nature

"CONSIDER THE LILIES OF THE FIELD,
HOW TEEY GROW:

THEY TOIL Nor,

NEITHER DO THEY SPrn:

AND YET I SAY UNTO YOU,
THAT NOT EVEN SOLOMON

D1 ALL HIS GLORY
WAS .ARRAYED AS ONE OF THFSE.u

- -Matthew 7, 28-30.

~
!-_~ _
-

-
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God can make a tree • • • perhaps he will be prompted
to ask--How does it happen that every leaf among the
thousands on a tree has its own place and grows unhampered
by its neighbor leaves?

.And

the students were made to

see that it does not just happen, but that all has been
planned by the great, good God for mankind.
To foster a ppreciation for great and noble men an'i
their contributions to mankind, short biographies also
were studied in connection with most of the problems in
this project.

The writer was inspired to do this after

reading the life of Louis :Pasteur.

The knowledge that

Pasteur gained in the laboratory influenced thousands
of lives in the past, and will do so in future ages.

Shortly before his death he said:

"Our only console.tion

as we feel our own strength failing is to f eel that we
may help those who come after us to do more and do it
better than we ourselves."
The writer feels that any teacher--if he has
imbibed the spirit of the scientist wi ll lead his pupils
to the spirit of the poet, who apparently knew much about
plants, but being a sc .i entist knew how much he did not
know when he wrote-"Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies,
. I hold you here, root and all

in my hand
Little Flower, but if I could
understand

10

What you are, root and all,
I should know what God and Man is."
--Tennyson

In view of some of the above objectives, interpretations, and thoughts, the writer was inspired to select,
if possible, a problem that would interest students.

In

order to accomplish this, a set of experiments relating
to photosynthesis was prepared.

These problems were tben

taught by two methods of instruction, the indivi duallaboratory and the lecture-demonstration method.
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CHAF!'ER II
SURVEY OF REIATED STUDIES
Many different opinions prevail with respect to
the comparative value of the laboratory and lecture-demonstration methods of teaching.

Some writers believe that

the lecture-demonstration is much cheaper and makes possible
the teaching of science to much larger groups.

Others

are confirmed in the belief that from the standpoint of
learning, the lecture-demonstration method is just as concrete as the laboratory, but so far there are non e who
have found that the lecture-demonstration favors the
development of laboratory skill or the ability to solve
problems in scientific procedure.

Only a

relatively few experiments have tested the two methods
from this point of view.
Some of the more recent writers contend that the
abandonment of laboratory method would mean a degeneration
in secondary school teaching.
To substantiate the above statements it was
desirable to review, in general, a few of the more significant studies in this field.
Because lecture and textbook methods of teaching
science are less expensive and more time-conserving than
the laboratory methods, it is important to investigate

12

their relative merits.

experiment for solving this
problem was made by Mayman. 1 He taught thirty-one lessons
An

in physics by each of the three methods to fourteen classes
of boys in Grades VII and VIII.
He concluded that, on the basis of attainment, the
three methods ranked from best to poorest in the order:
individual laboratory, lecture, and book; but that from
the standpoint of time required by the teacher, the ranking was just the reverse.

This conclusion, however, was

weakened by the facts that attainment was meas ured by
essay tests and the groups were not e quated.
Wiley2 tested this conclusion with an i mproved
technique.

He used three e quated groups and also the

method of rotation.

Unfortunately, there were only

eight pupils in a group; the results we r e meas ured

by

tests; and the experiment l asted only three days .

He

es say

concluded that the textbook method was superior for
immediate learning, and that the laboratory method was
superior for permanent learning.

l. Homer B. Reed. Psychology and Tea ching of
Secondary-Schooi Subjects. New York, Prent 1c e-Hal1-,-rnc .,

1939.

p.

599.

..

.

_
~uoting ~. i~ _Mayma~~
Experimental
Investigation of the Book Method, Lecture Method,
Ex~erimental M'e-thoa. 75octorts Thesis. New York
University, 1912.
2.

1££• cit.

and
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A

number of investigations pertaining to the

relative values of the lecture-demonstration method and
the individual laboratory method of instruction in secondaryschool science were also reviewed by nuel.3

He seleeted

the studies of Johnson for biology; Carpenter and Horton,
for chemistry; and Walter, for physics.

nuel says that,

in general, the method of conducting these investigations
was as follows:
On the basis of intelligence tests and the studentts
previous grades in science, the students to be instructed
were divided into two groups of a pproximately e qual ability.
one group was then taught by the lecture-demonstration
method and the other by the individual-laboratory method.
Johnson and Horton used a rotation procedure; that is, the
same students were taught one exercise or set of experiments
by the demonstration method and another exercise or set
of experiments by the laboratory method.

This method of

procedure made it possible for them to compare not only
the achievement of two groups taught by two different
methods, but also the achievement of the same group taught
by the two different methods.

At the close of each study,

3. Henry w. nuel. "Measurable outcomes of Labora~ory
wor~ in S~ience; .A R~view of . ~~perimental Investigations.a
(School Science and Mathematics. Vol. 37, pp. 795-810. ,
October, 1937). - --
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these two groups were given identical tests, and upon the
basis of these tests, the comparative efficiency of the two
methods was determined.

Usually the groups were tested

a second time after a considerable interval; this interval
varied in the several studies.

The purpose of these

delayed tests was to determine the relative efficiency
of the two methods in terms of the knowledge retained after
the interval.

In immediate results the evidence is in

favor of the demonstration method.

With respect to the

retention of subject matter, as shown by delayed tests
the evidence is not so clear.
Carpenterts study showed that the nnj rity of
students in high-school classes in laboratory chemistry
taught by the demonstration method succeed as well as
when they perfonn the experiment individually.

carpenter

concluded that there is an in i cation that both the demonstration method and the individual-laboratory method are
superior to the group-of-two method.

This group-of-two

method consisted of grouping several classes of several
schools into one unit as the experimental group , and the
several classes or several schools comprising another unit
as the control group.

The comparison based on intelligence

showed, in general, that the mental ability of students is
a more important factor than the method of instruction used.

According to Walterts 4 experiment the outcomes
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showed that the individual laboratory method yielded
superior results in ability to manipulate apparatus.

A skill of this kind can be formed only by practice, and
the method which provides t he most practice would be
expected to yield the best results.

But in understanding

and knowledge--even in knowledge of experimental method,
the lecture-demonstration method showed superior results
which Walter attributed to the effects of drill.

From

experiments of others, Walter made the observation that
the individual laboratory and lecture-demonstration
were practically equal, but in these experiments the
demonstration group used less time.

In Walterts experiment

the time was the same for each group, and since the time
saved by the demonstration was used for drill, he concluded
that the superior results obtained by the demonstrationdrill method were due to the use of drill.

He further con-

tends that th~ use of drill introduces variables in the
experimental procedure that make an exact evaluation of
the several factors difficult.

If there is no important

difference between the two methods used, Walter believes
that the savi'ng in expense for the demonstration method

is an important consideration.
4.

Reed,££•

cit., p.

604.
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~ome of the more recent studies or evaluations
reveal other outcomes.
meeting in 1935,

w. w.

At the American Chemical society
Knox as reported by Elder5 stated

the following:
It is evident that the experimental data
we possess point definitely to the superiority
of the demonstration method as far as those
outcomes that may be measured by the ordinary
written tests are concerned.
Knox further states:
I am convinced that the abandonment of the
laboratory method at the present time would
mean a degeneration of science teaching in the
secondary schools.
He then added:

"The question might well be
.

raised which method stimulated pupils' interest?"
...
Other writers on the lecture-demonstration contend that there is too much p rt icipation on the part
of the instructor and too little pupil participation,
and that a continuous use of this method may lead to
complete indifference and intellectual stagnation on
the part of some members of the class.

5. Albert L. Elder. "The Lecture-demonstration
Method _Vers~~ -~n~tvidual Laboratory Work in Chemistry.
{Science Education, Vol. 23, p . 213. March, 1939).
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These are substantiated by conn6 who pointed out
so.me factors that are often overlooked by even the most
skilled instructors.

They are as follows:

1.

It requires skill to command the attention
of the entire class for forty minutes.

2.

Pupil participation is at a .minimum. The
student feels that he has contributed far less
than where individual laboratory work has been
offered. In reality it has contributed far less.
Hence there is far less interest in the class.

; •

Assuming that as much subject matter nay be
taught by the demonstration method as by the
individual laboratory method, it still fails
to offer an effective program. for exploration
and guidance. Because it fails to provide
opportunity for initiative and self-expres sion
on part of the pupil, most of the program for
the development of a scientific attitude is
sacrificed.

conn did not argue that the demonstration method
is to be eliminated, but implied that the .major portion
should be done by student s and that the demonstration
method should be used mainly for certain typ es of work,
such as the teaching of desirable skills and techn i ques
and experiments in which there is an element of danger to
the student.
Some reasons why this same author is favorably
impressed with the laboratory system are:
1.

It tends to develop init i ative on the part
or the students.

6. Kenneth E. conn. "The Point System of Grading
as Means of Increasing Pupil farticipation . in High _School
Chemistry Classes. 11 (School Science and Mathematics.
Vol. 38, p. 818, October, 1937).
-
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,.

It promotes activity on the part of the class.

4.

The students assume the responsibility for
doing most of the work. 7

2.

It motivates the class.

The above point of view is further bom out by
sutton8 when he -states:
It is the job of education to prepare boys and
girls to live in and be a part of democracy.
Young people need to taught correct scientific
principles and patriotism at home and by their
teachers. The best way to teach scientific principles is through practical first-hand participation and experience.
In the studies reviewed above, the outcomes
of the experiments were measured chiefly ins ubj ect
matter achievement; that is, information and skills.
They did not completely provide for the control of
teacher-motivation and pupils' interest.

It was found

that one method is as effect ive as the other for imparting
general knowledge and that time and equipment are saved by
the lecture-demonstration method.

Since the authors of the

aforementioned studi es claim that there a r e other outcomes
involved in evaluating these methods, it is a pparent that
the question of relative merit shoul d not be considered
answered until these other outcomes have been measured.

7.
(School

8.

cit.
Traver c.
Loe.

Science

Sutton. "Why Laboratory Science?"
and Mathemat ie ~. Vol. 43, p. _401, Mayl 1943).
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It is the general opinion of most writers that the
real justification for teaching a particular science is
to be found in the use made of the science.

The method

selected for the teaGhing should be evaluated solely
in the terms of the object i ves which it is intended
to accomplish.
If the purpose is to develop pupil initiative,
skills, and activity, it may be that some form of laboratory work should be selected, but if the purpose is to
develop appreciation and general knowledge, it may be that
the lecture demonstration method is just as good.
It was the hope of the author to verify some of
1

the above hypotheses.
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CHAPI'ER III
PROCEDURE AND TECENIQ,UES

General Procedure
This experiment was conducted in the 10th and 12th
grades of Girls Catholic High School, Hays, Kansas, during
the school year 1943-1944.

The enrollment in the 10th

and 12th grades was, respectively 21 and 24 students.
Each method was presented alternately to each group (Figures
4 and 5}.

This method of rotation, as discussed by Douglass 1

makes it possible to compare not only the achievement of the
two groups taught by the different methods but also the
achievement of the same group taught by the two different
methods.
Sixteen problems dealing with the concept of
photosynthesis (See .Appendix) were presented to each of the
two groups over a period of sixteen weeks.

There were

two periods of 80 minutes in each of the 16 weeks.
problems were divided into four units.

The

The first t wo

units consisted of six problems each, while the other two
units contained two problems each.

-

1. Harl R. Douglass. Modern Methods in High School .
Teaching. Massachusetts, Houghton Mifflin company, [c 1926] •
pp. 523-529.

Fig . 4.

The Laboratory Group

Fig. 5.

The Demonstration Group
N
N
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The titles for Units I, II, III, and IV are the
following:
Unit

I

Unit

II

Unit

III

Unit

IV

FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE OF SOIL AND ROOTS

FROCESSE3 AND STRUCTURES I NVOLVED
IN PHOTOSYNTHES IS

A STUDY OF LINEN AND COl'TON
A STUDY OF RAYON A.ND SOYBEA.'f\18

For problems ·under each

of the

above units, refer

to pages,46 , 71, 92, 102 in the append i x.
At the completion of each unit, the t wo groups
were given identical tests, and upon the bas i s of these
tests the relative value of the t wo methods was det ermined.
Each of the four final tests was followed by t wo retention tests given on an average of two and four months
respectively after each of the final tests.

The tests

for the first two units were of the content type, while
those for the last two units were a combination of the
content-performance type.

At the elose of an experiment

each group devoted the remainder of the class period to
additional readings.

The purpose of these suggested

references was to provide a broader view of the problem.
All questions based on observations and conclusions

were answered immediately after the experiment was performed.
The students reported their results on an extra sheet.
These were then graded by the teacher and returned the
following day for discussion in order to clarity doubts
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and to determine possible errors.

This plan was to

develop scientific procedure and good habits of thi nking.
The work was done under the direct supervision of the
instructor and no outside performance or study was required.
Preliminary Steps
The first step in the procedure was to gather
all the necessary materials and apparat11s to be utilized
in this experiment.
The students of the experimental group collected
the following items!
1.

Differ~nt types of soils, from diffe r ent
localities; such as, leaf mold, hum.us, clay,
and sand.

2.

Different types of roots; such as those of
dandelions, gras ses, weeds, carrots, and
radishes.

Various kinds of seeds and flower pots were obtained
from the College Greenhouse, Fort Hays Kansas State co l lege~
Reverend Father Terence Moffat, President of St. Joseph ts
College and Military Academy, Hays, gladly ass is ted i n
lending 12 microscopes for this experiment.
The students brought most of the materials from t he
comm.unity.

Other supplies such as, chemicals, solutions,

thistle tubes, glass tubing, glass slides, and cover glasses,
prepared slides and sections of plants, and bell jars
were at their disposal in the supply room of the science
department.
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Basis of Equating Groups
Since the pupils of grades 10 and 12 were available for the study, an effort was made to compare their
intellectual and scholastic abilities.
The Henmon-Nelson Test or Mental Ability was given
to determine the individual intelligence quotients of each
student.

The average scholastic achievement of each

student at the end of the preceding school term was used
to determine the average class standing of the students
engaged in this study.
The statistical significance of difference in the
mean scores between the groups was determined.

The results

of these tests are given in Table 1.
TABLE I.

Group

cases

COMPARISON OF SCORES FOR GRADES TEN Al."ID TWELVE
I N THE PRELIMINARY TESTS .

Mean

Diff. 17'-Diff.

Diff /'1\Diff.

He.nm.on-Nelson Test

Grade

21

49.10

Grade

24

51.63

Grade

21

Grade

24

General Class Average
87.05
2.58
.90
2.33
89-38

(10)

(12)

{ 10)

( 12)

Reliability

2.53

3.35

.75

.77

.82

From the above table it is a pparent that the t wo
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groups were comparable.

Since their abilities were

approximately equal, it seemed reasonable to use these
grades for the purpose of this study.
Plan of Instruction
Each of the two groups met in separate classes
twice a week for eighty minutes.

At the first meeting

with each group, one week prior to the actual experiment,
the instructor discussed the objectives of the experiment
I

and the significant facts about the concept of photosynthesis ( Chapter I).

A mimeographed sheet, entit led, "Just

a Word to the student" was then given to each memb er
(Appendix, page26).

"
The
purpose of this sheet was to

introduce the students to the problem, to encourage
them to be attentive at a ll times, to follow directions
carefully and accurately, and not to be sat i sfie d with
minimum accomplishment.
on the first day of the experiment, each student
of both groups was given a study sheet which contained
a problem and directions for solving the same.

In order

to stimulat e interest and arouse a sense of need for the
specific problem to be studied, a brief general review
was given.

All study sheets were of the same general

arrangement (Appendix).
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Description of Methods
In the laboratory method each student assumed
the responsibility of performing the experiment according
to directions on the study sheet.

These instructions

were usually given on the previous day so that the necessary
materials could be ready for the experiment.

Each student

of this group was then assigned to a definite place in the
laboratory and was directed to use the equi pment required
in the experiment.

In order to teach des ira ble work habits,

all were instructed how to care for the equipment and to
return it to its proper place.
adhered to at all times.

This procedure was strictly

It was made known to them that

order is Heavents first law.

In this manner, much time

was saved.
In the lecture- demonstration method the same
technique was followed with the exception that the teacher
performed all the experiments, discus sed important facts,
and demonstrated various phases of the problem either
by sketches or by pictures and told them the outcomes.
notes were taken during the lecture demonstration.

No

As soon

as all the items were covered, students proceeded to answer
the questions on the study sheet.

Since the teacher per-

formed all the work, the students of this group had a
little more time for additional readi~gs.
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CHAPI'ER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA ON PERIODIC.AL

TESTING

Treatment of Data

After all the grades on the final and retention
tests were computed, it was necessary to treat them
statistically.

The assumption was made that we were

dealing with a normal group, a representative sampling.
Central Tendency and variability
The measures calculated in this study included the
mean and standard deviation.

Any differenc e in the average

scores of the two groups was assumed to be due to the
experimental factor.
Reliability
It is a well-known fact that, even though two
methods are equally effective, in general, a difference
due to chance, would almost invariably be found in a single
experiment of this kind.

To show that the difference

obtained was larger than could reasonably be accounted
for by chance, the standard deviation of the difference
between two means, also known as the standard error of
that difference was calculated in this .experiment.
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The following f'ormulal for the reliability
of the difference between the two obtained means was
used:

The degree of reliability was obtained by
dividing the obtained difference by the sigma difference.
cance.

Garrettts 2 table was consulted for its signifiSince the cases in this experiment were limited

to 21 and 24, the value of the obtained difference
had to be large.
Results

_____ 1. c . .fl• Gregory and o. W. Renfrow. Statistical
Methods in Education and Psychology. 2nd ed. Cincinnati,
c. A. Gregory Company, c 1929, p. 114.

2. Henry E. Garrett. statistics in Psychologf
and Education. Chicago, Longmans, Green and Co., 192 ,

p.134.

The average achievement of each group on the final
test covering Unit I is presented in Table II.
TABLE II.

Group

COMPARISON OF LABORATORY A.ND LECTUREDEMONSTRATION, UNIT I

cases

Lab.
G. 10*
Dem.

Mean

21

Dif'f.

a--

Finai

Test
2 .12

24

G~ 12* .

Retention Test
21
61.9

Lab.

G.., 10

22

Dem.

G'~ 12 ·

59.09

Retention

Test

Lab.

21

59.57

Dem.

18

55.89

G. - 10

G. · 12 · ·

Diff.

Diff/~Diff. Reliability - '

1.37

1 Months

After Final

2.81

2.09

.91

Test

.§. hl!ontJis After Final Test
3.68

2.68

1.37

* G. 10 and G. 12 refer to Grades 10 and 12.
The results as shown in Table II indicate a slight
superiority of the laboratory group in the final test.

The

chances that the difference between the t wo means is greater
than zero are 90 in 100.
In the difference of the scores of the two methods
from the standpoint of retention there is a loss of only
-

.09 between the final test and the first retention test,
and a gain of .78 between the final test and the second
retention test.

The result in each retention test was in

favor of the laboratory group, but not by a sufficient
amount to make its superiority stati stieally signi f i cant.
The superior scores by the laboratory group 0n the final
.;~

test and retention tests were probably due to r emembering
the set-µp in the laboratory workroom and what happened in
it.
Further light was shed on the comparative meri ts of
the two methods by the study and testing of Unit I I.

The

results are given in Table III.

TABLE I I I.

Group

Lab.
G.12
Dem.
G.10

Lab.
G.12
Dem.
G.10
Lab.
G.12
Dem.
G.10

Cases

COMPARIS ON OF LABORATORY AND LECTUREDEMONSTRATION, UNIT II
Mean

Diff.

(J'-

Di ff.

Diff/~Diff.

Reliability

1.33

.90

Final Test

22

60.59

21

57.48

3.11

2.33

Retention Test 2 Months After Final Test
20
60.43
1.80
2.64
.68
62.23
17
Retention Test i Months After Final Test
20
56.65
1. 28
2.47
3 .16
21
59.81

.74

.89

The results in Table I I I show t h~t the difference
in the obtai ned means is in favor of the laboratory group.
j
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Chances are 90 in 100 that the difference is greater than
zero.
Since the laboratory group of Unit I became the
demonstration group in Unit II, the writer concluded that
the methods are. about e qual as far as the acquisition of
knowledge is concerned.
Regarding the two tests given 3 and 4 months
after the final test, the scores are slightly in
favor of the demonstration group.

The writer concluded

that in retaining facts, the demonstration method is
about as effective as the labora tory method.
The sub ject covered in Unit III was a study of
Cotton and Linen.

A new type test, a comb ination of

content-performance type was given at the completion
of this unit.
test .

The nature oft e test was a completion

Approximately one-half of the questions in this

te'St were of the reading type, the other half, the
laboratory type (Table IV).

A reading t ype question

was based on information gain ed by reading.

A labora-

tory type question aimed to test information gained
by actual work in the laboratory.

TABLE IV.

Group

Lab.

G.10
Dem.
G.12 ·

COMP.ARIS ON OF LABORATORY AND LECTUREDEMONSTRATION, UNIT III

Cases

Mean

21

62.57

17

64.48

Dif f.

a--

Diff.

Final Test

G.10
Dem.
G~l2

19

.08

20

Lab.

Retention Test
21
67.48

Dem.

19

G.10
G.12

66.68

1.2

1.92

Retention Test~ Months After
Lab.

Diff/~Diff. Reliability

1

1.85

the

.88

Finai Test

.43

.65

Months After Final Test

.80

1.8

.44

The significant fact, though it be slight, presented in Table IV showed that the scores are in favor of
the demonstration group, in both the final and the first
retention test.

These results seem to warrant the con-

clusion that the demonstration method is as good as the
individual laboratory method for gaining general kno wledge
and operating skills.

There was a gain of 1.51 in the

third retention test in favor of the laboratory group
which may be attributed to their experience in the laboratory.
As a final comparison of the two methods employed,
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a fourth unit dealing with rayon and soybeans was presented.

A similar test as described in Unit I I I was

given at the completion of this unit.
both content and performance.

This test measured

Two identical retention

tests were administered the second and third months after
the final test.
Table

v.

TABLE V.

Group

Cases

The comparative scores are shown in

COMPARISON OF LABORATORY AND LECTUREDEMONSTRATION, UNIT IV.
Mean

Diff.
Finai

Lab.

G.12
Dem.
G.10

Lab.

G.12
Dem.
G.10

Lab.

G.12 ·
Dem.
G.10

21

65.90

19

48.79

Retention Test
21
50.48
21

56.52

a-..Diff.

Diff/~iff. Relia-bility.

Test
6.84

17.11

1

.2. Months ~fter Finai Test
6.04

3.65

1.66

Retention Test 2 Months After Final Test
61.14
22
1.21
2.71
3.29
20
57.85

.94

.88

The study of results of Units I, II, and III, up
until now, showed a very sligb:t difference in the methods.
The data presented in Table V shows that the laborato ry
group excelled

by

a large difference over the demonstration
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group in the final test.

The large difference obtained

between the two means cannot be fully accounted for at
this time.

Perhaps the subject matter was too difficult

for the demonstration group.

The added familiarity of the

subject to the laboratory group in their regular biology
class may have been the cause of this large gain in their
favor.
With respect to the first ret~ntion test, there was
a pickup in favor of' the demonstration group.

An

review on their part probably caused this result.

ea r ne st
An

extraneous factor in the form of an extra-curricular school
activity probably caused the decrease for the laboratory
group.

In the third retention test, t here is little differ-

ence between the groups.

Because of the inconsistencies

of the scores in this unit, the writer. finds it difficult
to draw any definite conclusions.
As

a final check on the relative merits of the two

methods and the two groups, a s ummary table was compi led.
The pu,·pose of this table was to g ive a s ummary on all
the final and retention tests for the 4 units.

The mean

of the raw scores of all the groups was computed.

The

following table provides a summary of the t wo groups.
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TABLE VI •

Group

Cases

SUM1W!Y OF THE MEANS OF TOT.AL GROUFS IN
LABORATORY AND LECTURE-DEMONSTRATION FOR
UNITS I, II, III, AND IV.
Mean

Lab.

85

62,88

Dem.

81

58.63

Diff.

{7\. Diff .

Diff/<1'1)iff.

Relia'' bility

Totai Fi.ne.i Tests

4.25

1.4

3.00

.999

Total First Retention Tests

Lab.

84

58.18

Dem.

·So

60.4.5 '

Lab.

84

Dem. ·

77

1.46

.93

Totai Second Retention Tests
61.2?
1.46
.86
1.26
60.01

.so

2.27

1.56

The findings in this t able show that the difference
in the obtained mean of all laboratory groups in the final
tests is 4.25.

The ratio of the obtained difference to

its standard deviation is 3.00, which showed that this is
a significant difference in favor of the laboratory group .
The inconsistency of the scores obtained in the combined
retention t ests casts some doubt on the certain~y of this
difference.
Had conditions remained normal throughout the
experiment, the writer would see no evi.dence tha t either
method of instruction is to be preferred in gaining general
knowledge of the concept of photosynthesis.

The obtained mean of the demonstration group
in the first retention tests is 2.27 in favor of that
grc;>Up.

The d.i fference is too slight to be of any

statistical value.

The results obtained in the t wo

retention tests show that both methods are about equally
effective so far as retention is concerned.
Classifying Test ~uestions
As a further check of probable outcomes other

than factual knowledge, the test questions for Units I,
II, and IV were divided into reading-type and laboratory-type questions.

A reading-t yp e question tested

general knowledge gained by reading additional rela t ed
referenc es; a laboratory-type question t ested initiative
and skills performed in the laboratory workroom.
The tabulations· in Table VII give the outcomes.

TABLE VII.

Group

COMPARISON OF CORRECT RESPONSES TO THE READI NG
AND LABORATORY-TYPE ~UESTIONS ON UNITS I, II,
AND IV BY THE LABORATORY (GRADE 12)AND DEMONSTRATION (GRADE 10) GROUPS

No. of Reading
-Cases . -~uestions

Lab.

21

Dem.

22

(G.12)
(G.10)

Per Cent
Correct .

Laboratory
~uestions

Per cent
correct

Test, Unit j_
89

87

39

82

Test, Unit II
Lab.

22

Dem.

21

(G.12)

( G.10) ·

76

84

46

74

Test' Unit :tv
Lab.

20

87

84

Dem.

19

61

70

(G.12)

(G.10)

Since in the Reading questions the Labo ratory
group was superior in 2 units and the demonstration
group in one unit, there appears to be no special difference in the two methods in responding to the readingtype questions .

In three tests the laboratory group

was superior in the laboratory-type questions.

These

latter results suggest that the laboratory method 1s
superior for giving information gained from actual wortin the laboratory.
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In order to find out with more certainty what type
of question could be answered by each method, an analysis
was made of the specific questions which showed a large
difference in favor of one of the groups.

Arbitrarily

the writer chose those questions i n which there was a
difference of 151o or more of one group than of the other.
After selecting the questions, they were ·divided into
reading, laboratory, or both.
The number of questions which l51o or mo re of .the
laboratory group answered cor rectly than of the demonstration

group was 33.

It was expected that that metho d

was best suited to the greatest percentage of questions
answered correctly.
The percent of laboratory-type questions answered
correctly by the laborator y group was 451o and the percent
of reading-type questions were also 451o.

From this it was

concluded that the laboratory group can gain information
equally as well from reading as from the laboratory-type
questions.
The number of questions answered correctly by

15i or more of the demonstration group than of the laboratory group was 19.

The percent of questions which fell

in tbe laboratory group was only 211o, whereas the percent
which fell into the reading-type was

69t•

These results

show that the demonstration group is superior in the
reading-t ype questions.
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In comparing the laboratory group with the demonstration group in laboratory-type questions it was found
that the laboratory group answered more than twice as
large a percentage of the laboratory-type questions, namely,
45 instead of 21.
These findings are in accord with Table VII which
showed t hat the laboratory group was superior in the
laboratory-type questions, and that the demonstration
group 1s likely to be superior in the reading-type
questions.
To illustrate this more clearly, we give below
samples of the type of que stions in which each group is
superior.
Questions in which the laboratory group was
superior:
1.

Soil that does not retain water is 1. sand
2. clay 3. leaf mold 4. humus.
--

2.

The growing tip of a root is called 1. root
cap 2. meristem 3. root hair 4. cambium.

3.

Grasses have 1. tap roots 2. aeri~ roots
3. fascicled roots 4. fibrous roots.

4.

The response of root~ to _~ater is called
1. a quat ic 2. hydrotropism 3. geotropism
4. capillarity.

Questions in which the demonstration group was
superior:
1.

Leaves manufacture starch in the presence of
1. moisture 2. chemi cals 3. acids 4. sunlight.
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2.

Manufactured food is conducted . in the plant
by 1. xylem 2. cambium 3. phloem 3. lenticel.

3.

Vascular bundles were discovered by 1. Robert
Hooke 2. Grew 3. Pasteur 4. Malpighi.

4.

Food is stored in 1. roots 2. leaf 3. root hair
4. stomata.
Results Other Than Tests

Little progress has been made in the measurement
of the interests and attitudes of pupils with respect
to science and phenomena.

The task is a difficult one

because as yet the interests and attitudes deemed desirable .
have not been clearly defi n ed.

Measurement in this field

remains to be developed.
Since no reliable testing, other than teacher
observation and pupil remarks, was done to test the third
objective of this investi gation, namely, t o determine
which method stimulated the ·greater amount of interest,
no defi n ite conclusions can be formulated.

The writer

has thi s remark to make that over 751o per cent of the
groups engaged in the laboratory work at different times
in this experiment preferred t hat method and remarked
that that period was the most interesting of all their
classes of the entire week in school.
From teacher observation it is noted that students
who do laboratory work show more ini tiative in mani pul ative skills and laboratory techni ques.
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CHAPrER

V

CONCLUSIONS

The information gained from this investigation
leads principally to the following conclusions:
1.

That .the results of this study are in general

agreement with those of the other investigations cited
in Chapter II.
2.

That as far as the outcomes of the written

tests are concerned, there seems to be little significant
difference in the relative effic iency of the laboratory
and the lecture-demonstration in presenting the concept
of photosynthesis to Grades 10 and 12, though the results
suggest the probable but slight superiority of the laboratory technique.

3.

That the lecture-demonstration method is nearly

equal to the individual laboratory method for imparting
information and develo ping ability to think in science,
but is inferior for testing initiative, manipulative
skills and laboratory techni ques.
4.

That the laboratory method st imulated a grea~er

amount of interest.

This would be an important finding

if it could be substantiated by further experimentation,
but until this is done, we can value . it only as a problem.
for further research.

On the whole, the writer is convinced this
investigation was worthwhile, and tbat the students
gained much valuable information with r espect to the
indispensable part plants play in the material resources
of our nation, namely as food, clothing , and shelter.
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JUST A WORD TO Tim STUDENT

1.

The study of green plants as the most important
food factories of the world will be the special
project for careful study for some time.

2.

Working with living things is the most interesting way of knowing them. Your attention in
class to your teacher and your laboratory work
can be the most enjoyable and most profitable
part of the day. Make it so.

3.

A conscientious student is never satisfied with
minimum accomplishment. Produce reports which
indieate that you THINK .

4.

In your additional problems and readings, be
sure to have complete and clear answers.

5.

These problems for special study will fit you
to use and to enjoy the t hings around you. Make
them pay dividends.

6.

Your teacher will demonstrate and help you; your
laboratory directions will gu i de you. They are
effective plans of attack. Follow t hem accurately.
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UNIT I
FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE OF SOIL AND Roars
Problems
Problem 1.

How various soils differ in their ability
to hold water.

Problem 2.

Effect of soil on growing plants.

Problem 3.

In which direction d o roots and ste s grow?

Problem 4.

Do roots grow toward water?

Problem 5.

Structure of the root.

Problem 6.

Structure and function of root hairs.
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Problem 1:

HOW VARIOUS SOIIS DIFFER IN THEIR AB ILITY
TO HOLD WATER

Materials
Required:

Four small flower pots (4-in.); four different
kinds of soil. Collect sand, clay soil, loam,
and leaf mold.

Experiment :

Place equal amounts of various t ypes of soil
in each flower pot. Measure a quant i ty of
water, 300 c.c. Add slowly the same quantity to
each pot. Measure the water which runs t hrough
and calculate how much the soi l retained.

Observation:
Sample

Water
Water
Poured -in - -Reeovered -

Sand

300

.c •

214 c.c .

86 c.c.

Clay

300 c.c.

19 c.c.

281 c.c.

Loam

300 c.c.

139

•

161 c.c.

Leaf
Mold

300 c.c.

115 c.c.

185 c.c.

C

C .c

Water
Retained

Conclusions:

Write a list of soils in the order of their
ability to hold water.

Additional
Problems:

1.
2.

3.

List various types of soils.
What type of soils holds the most wat er?
the least'?
What type -of soil would you fi nd in the
desert? in the river valley? in a prairie?
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~UESTIONS GIVEN TO STUDENTS AT CLOSE OF FRESENTATION

Q.uestion

Answer

1.

Write a list of soils in
the order of their ability
to hold water.

1.

nd holds the least
water, then rich soil,
leaf mold, and clay holds
the most.

2.

List various types of
soils.

2.

Sand, clay, loam, and
humus are various ~ypes
of soils.

3.

What type of soil would
one find in a desert,
river valley, prairie,
forest floor?

3.

s and is found in a desert,
rich soi l i n a r iver valley
and also pra irie land, and
humus or leaf mold in the
forest 1'1 or .,
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Problem:

EFFECT OF SOIL ON GROWING PLANTS

Materials
Required:

Five small jars or flower pots; five different
kinds of soil; seeds of various kind s.

Experiment :

Place an e qual amount of the various types of
soil in each of the five flower pots. Place
several seeds , such as radish or bean seeds in
each pot. Set the flower pots i n selected place
in the laboratory and control fa ctors of mois ture, temperature, and light. Note signs of
growth each day over a period of several days.

conclusions:

From observations on the laboratory experiment,
record the following:

Additional
Problems:

1.

Compostition of the soil in which seeds
showed the f i rst signs of growth.

2.

Make a list of the chemicals you would
judge each soil to possess because of
the growth of the seedling s.

3.

From experience, could you reasonably
conclude that the soil in your locality
is rich or poor?

4.

Is there any way by which a farmer can
improve soil depleted or mineral content?

1.
2.

What is soil?
How would you make up a go od soil for
growing flowers in pots?
What are some of the materials which
make up a rich soil?
List the most important chemicals found
in soil.

3.
4.
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5. How can a farmer improve soil depleted
of mineral content?

6.

How is nitro gen added to the soil?

7. How does soil obtain phosphorus? Give
its importance in the soil?

8.
Vacabulary:

Why is potassium necessary in s oil1

organic
cultivation
loam
alkali
humus

suggest ed Biographies (Brief):

rotation of crops
capillarity
water table
bacteria

Eugene

w.

Hilgard.
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Questions

Answers

1.

What is soil?

1.

The upper portion of mantle
rock which is very finely
weathered and mixed with
organic material is known
as soil.

2.

How would you make up
a good soil for growing
flowers in pots?

2.

Soil for potting should
be light, well supplied
with humus, and sand,
moderately fertile, well
sifted, uniformly mixed
and damp but not wet .

3.

What are some of the
materials which make up
a rich soil?

3.

Rich soil is a complex
mixture. It is composed
of particles of rocks,
decaying organic matter,
water, soil, air, and living
organisms.

4.

List the most important
chemicals found in soil.

4.

The most important chemicals found in soil are:
nitrogen, potassium, phosphorus, magnesium, calcium,
iron, and sulphur.

5.

How can a farmer improve
soil depleted of mineral
content?

5.

BY rotation of crops.

6.

How is nitrogen added to
the soil?

6.

By means of sodium nitrate,
ammonium sulphate, and
tankage {dried ground animal
refuse of all kinds).

7. How does soil obtain
phosphorus?
importance.

Give its

7. The soil obtains phosphorus

in the form of bone and wood
or ash, and phosphate rock

Phosphorus is necessary for
making plants mat~re more
quickly and helps them
resist disease.

8.

Why is potassium necessary?

8.

Potassium is necessary for
chlorophyll forrmtion.
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Vocabulary:
organic
cultivation
loam
alkali
rotation
of crops
humus
capillarity
water table
bacteria

Pertaining to living things.
Flowing, harrowing, and otherwise breaking
up the soil is called cultivation.
A variety of sand and clay is called loam.
Originally a soluble salt obtained from
ashes of plants.
The practice of alternating various crops
on a given area to improve soil fertility.
Dead organic material usually present in soil.
A phenomenon shown by liquids rising in
fine tubes.
Upper limit of the ground wholly saturated
with water.
Microscopic plants.

Biography:
Eugene

w.

Hilgard (1833-1916) was a soil expert.
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Problem 3:

IN WHICH DIRECTIONS DO ROOTS AND STEMS GROW1

Materials
Required:

Two pieces of glass four or five inches s ~ua r e ; a
piece of heavy blotting paper the same si ze as
the glass; radish seeds for spTouting; adhesive
tape, or rubber bands.

Experiment:

1.

Lay one of the pieces of glass on your
desk. Place on it the blotting paper. Place
several seeds of a bout the same thickness
about l t " apart on the blotter. Lay a s econd
piece of glass over the seeds. With a piece
of string or rubber bands fasten ~he pie ces
of glass tightly enough to hold the s eeds in
place . You have made a pocket garden Fig . 6.

2.

Stand the pocket garden edgewis e in a pan
contatning about an inch of water. The wa ter
will wet the blotter which will in turn
moisten the seeds.
After a few days you will be able to see the
sprouting seeds develop their r oot s and stems.

Diagrams:

4.

When you are sure of the direction of growth
of the roots and stems, tur n the pock et garden
s o that one of the side edges is in the water.
watch it for several days.

l.

Pocket garden as first bu i lt.
Pocket garden, after s eedling s show di r ection
of growth.
Pocket garden showing direction of growth
after turn ing .

2.

3.
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Fig. 6.

A Pocket Garden.
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Conclusions:

1.

2.

3.
4.

In which directions do the roots grow?
In which direction do the stems grow?
Do the roots and stems continue to keep
growing in a straight line toward the edges
of the glass they originally started for?
What seems to deter.mine the direction of
growth?

Questions

Answers

l.

In which direction do roots
normally grow?

1.

Roots normally grow
downward.

2.

In which direction do the
stems grow?

2.

Stems grow upward.

3.

Do the roots and stems
continue to keep growing in a straight line?

4.

What determines the direction of growth of roots?

Roots can be made to grow
sideways or upwards if
water is available only
to the side or above 1:,hem.
4.

Roots respond to gravity
and water.

STUDY SHEEI'
References:

Hunter,
Problems in Biology, pp. 141-143.
Carroll,F.B.UnderstanaTng the Universe, Bk. III
pp. 372-377.
Sr.Defrose Biology for High Schools, pp. 541-544 ;
-pp. 751-752.

Problem 4:

DO ROOTS GROW TOvt'\R.DS WATER?

Materials
Required:

A shallow box (wooden) beans, sawdust.

or
A

Experiment:

box, wire screen, seeds or beans, wet sawdust.

Divide the interior of a shallow wo oden box with
glass slide into t wo parts by a parti tion with
an opening in it. Fill the box with sawdust.
Plant beans in the sawdust on o e sid e of the
partition, and water them very slight ly, but
keep the other side of the box well soaked.
After two weeks, take up some of the seedlings
and note the position of roots.
or
Replace he bottom of a box with wire screen.
FUt in an inch of wet sawdust. support it so
that you can see the bottom from below. Plant
beans at one edge (Fig. 7).

conclusion:

Do roots grow down or do they follow the
wet sawdust?

vocabulary:

geotropism, heliotropism or phototropism,
hydrotropism.

suggested
Biographies:

Jacques Loeb, Julius Sachs .

5?

Fig. ?.

To Show That Roots Seek Water.
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Answers

q,uestions
1.

Do roots grow down or
do they follow the wet
sawdust?

1.

Roots may grow sideways or
upwards if water is
available to the side
or above them.
Roots follow the wet
sawdust.

vocabulary:
geotropism

Response of plants to gravity .

heliotropism~
or
phot ot ropism)

Response of plants to light.

hydrotropism

Response of roots to water.

Biographies:

1.

Jacques Loeb (1859-1924) University of California
ascribed many of the phenomena of growth to
tropisms.

2.

Julius Sachs (1832-1897} A German botanist,
experimented on tropisms and showed the effect
of sunlight, moisture, and gravity on plants.

STUDY SHEE'r
References:

Problem 5:
Materials
Required:
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Bergen &
Caldwell,
'-'harle s, B.
Cowles and
Coulter,
i:>r.Defrose

Practical Botany. ~p. 24~38.

Hunter,
Holmes and
Robbins,
Kinsey,
Menge,
Smallwood,
Reveley &
Bailey,
-c;,
.
Smith,
• '.l'•

Problems in Biology.

Biolo6y, pp. 64-68.
Practical Course i~Botany, p p.6 3 -65;
PP•? 2-78.

Biology for High Schools, pp.563-555 ;
pp. 55?-565.

pp. 143-144.

Textbook in General Botany,pp .161-162.

!!! Introduction to Biology,

Laws of Living Things, pp.154-160.
New Biology, pp. 465-495.
Exploring Biology. pp. 127-131.

STRUCTURE OF' THE ROOT
Microscope; prepared slides; h and section of
bean roots previously grown an d stained wi th
iodine or eosine.

Experiment:

Examine a slide of the cross section of a root,

Conclusions:

From the sketches and your reading, def ine, locat e
and give the function of the follovnng:

under the microscope; compare findings with
sketches in references; study ve r y ca refully the
structur e, draw and label.

central cylinder, epidermis, root hairs,
cambium, root cap, cortex, xylem, phloem,
endodermi s.
Additional
Problems:

Name various types of roots, give description
of each, and examples.
1.

Adventitious, air roots, aquatic, parasitic, taproots, fascicled, and fibrous
roots.

2.

Give seven functions of roots.

Suggested things to do:
1. Dig out, wash, and mount three different kinds of
fibrous roots.
2. Make a collection of three types of tap roots,
wash them and put them in clean boxes, correctly
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labeled for a classroom exhibit.

3.

Sketch fibrous and tap roots, aerial and water roots,
adventitious, fleshy and fascicled roots.

Vocabulary:
Mitosis, meristem
Biographies:

N. de Saussure and J.B. Boussingault.

Q,uestions

Types of
Roots

Answers

Description

Example

Adventitious

Roots growing from the stem or leaves

Aerial Roots

Roots growing into the air to absorb
water.

Orchid

Aquatic

Short roo of a quatic plant growing
into water.

Hyacinth,
Pond Lily

Fascicled

Fleshy roots produced in clusters.

Dahlia

Parasitic

Adventitious roots which grow into
another plant to absorb its food·.

Mis tletoe

Fibrous

Differ from tap roots in developing
several independent branches of a
thread-like form instead of one main
strong root.

Grasses,
Grains,
Cereals,
corn

Taproots

Are primary roots that grow straight
down into the soil as a single stout
structure. Stores food, therefore,
also called fleshy roots.

Carrots,
Beets,
Dandelions,
Turnips

Ivy,

Strawberry
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Questions

Answers

ROOT STRUCTURE
Part or
Region

Description and Location

Central
Cylinder

Central portion of root. Consists
of xylem cells. Some are fibrous,
others are tubular.

Sends liquids up
the plant. stores
food; stiffens root.

Epidermis

Brick-shaped cells outside of r.oot.

Protects cells
within.

Root hairs Elongated epidermal cells of root.

Function

Absorb soil water
and salts.

Cambiwn

Region of growth between xylem an d
phloem in fibrovascular bundles.

Produce new cells.
Growing layer.

Root cap

Dead cells on the end of the root.

Protects the
growing tip.

Endoder.mis Ci~cle of cells separating cells
of the cortex from those of central
cylinder.
Cortex

1 hin-walled spherical cells inside

Stores food.

Phloem

Phloem cells occupy spaces between
xylem and cambium and continue in
stems.

Carry manufactured
food from l eaves
to all parts of
the plant.

Xylem

Region of woody ce l ls and water
conducting tubes.

Conduct sap upwards
in plants .

of the epidermis.

Vocabulary:
Meristem

Growing tip. Small irregular cells at the
tip of a live root. Increases length of root.

Mitosis

change in chromosomes in cell division.
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Biographies:
Nicholas de Saussure (17 67-1845) a Swiss botanist,
proved that the mineral matter in plants came from the
soil.
Jean B. Boussingault (1802-1887) French agricultural
chemist, proved that nitrates in soil are nece s sary
for plant growth.
Seven funtions of roots:
1.

Most roots anchor the plant to the ground.

2.

Abs orb moisture an d minerals from the soil.

3.

Convert atmospheric nitro gen into nitrates by
means of nitrogen-fixing bacteria. (Alfalfa, clover).

4.

Store food as carrot.

5.

Reproduce the plant.

6.

Secure f ood for the plant.

(Mistletoe, dodder).

7.

Aid the plant in climbing.

(Ivy).

(Dahlia).

References:

Use the same as in Problem 5.

Problem 6:

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF ROOT HAIRS

Materials
Required:

Microscope, portion of the root hairs, radish
seedlings, longitudinal sections of roots
showing epidermal outgrowths.

EXperiment:

Detach several of the fine hair-like structures
growing from the root; place on a slide with
a few drops of water; examine under the microscope; also examine the longitudinal section
of the root on the prepared slides.

Conclusions:

From the above experiment and from your study
of sketches in your textbooks and references
determine the following:

Additional
I'roblems:

a root hair .

1.

The nature of

2.

Function of a root hair.

3.

The structure found in a root bair.

4.

Where are the longest root hairs found ?

5.

Of

what vale are the large number of r oot
hairs"i

Name six roots and give their economic value to
man. Examples: tapioca, potash and sugar beets,
ginseng, ipecac and others.
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Answers

Q,uestions
1.

The nature of a root
hair.

l.

A

root hair is an outgrowth
of the epidermis.

2.

Give function of a root
hair.

2.

Function of a root hair is
to absorb water containing
dissolved minerals.

3.

Name structures found in
a root hair.

3.

a. The cell wall is flexible
and thin and is made up
of cellulose.

b. Cell membrane is very
delicate.
c. Protoplasm is found in
root hairs.
d. Interior of roo t hair

contains many vacuoles or
spaces filled with
fluid celled sap.

e. Each r oot hair has a
nucleus.

4.

Where are the longest
root hairs found?

4.

Of what value are the
large number of root hairs?,.

The longest root hairs are
found some distance back from
the tip.
Root hairs increase the
surface of absorption.

Additional Problems:
Economic value of six roots:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Carrots are used as vegetable food.
Tapioca is manufactured from the root of the tropical
cassava plant.
The sugar beet furnishes more than half of the world ts
sugar supply.
Potash for glass.making and waste for fertilizer are
also by-products of suga r beets.
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5.

Root of grasses and trees are valuable
agents of great economic importance in
preventing soil erosion.

6.

Ginseng and ipecac are products from the
roots whose medicinal qualities are beneficial to man.

Vocabulery:
Ginseng

Chinese herb, red berries, quinquefolio leaves.

Cassava

1·1eshy rootstalk, nutritious starch or tapioca.

Ipec a c

Drie d rhizome, roots knovm as Rio or Brazilian

ipecac.
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Final Test for Unit I
Time:

40 Minutes

Possible Score:

(2)

l.

Soil that retains water best contains l. seed 2. humus
3. gravel 4. sand.

(2)

2.

Bacteria nodules on the clover make l. sulphates
2o nitrates 3. phosphates 4. potassium.

(2)

3.

Name a soil expert 1. Pasteur 2. Hilgard 3. Audubon
4. Sachs.

(4)

4. Sand is found in 1. forest floor 2. river valley 3. prairieland 4. desert.

(2)

5.

Leaf mold or hum.us is found in 1. desert 2. forest
floor 3. prairie 4. river valley.

(4)

6.

A good soil for growing flowers in pots is 1. well

(5)

7.

In clay soils the water penetrates 1. very slowly
2. rapidly 3. moderately 4. not at all.

(3)

8.

Planting beans and clover and plowing the roots under
restores 1. calcium 2. phosphorus 3. nitrogen 4. oxyg en.

(3)

9.

A

supplied with mineral 2. wet and very ri ch 3. wet and
well sifted 4. proportions of sand and humus.

farmer can improve soil depleted of mineral content by

1. irrigation 2. cultivation 3. rotation of crops

4. plowing.

( 3 ) 10.

Potassium is necessary for l. osmosis 2. transpiration
3. chlorophyll formation 4. absorption.

{ 2) 11.

Organic pertains to 1. non-living things 2. living
things 3. minerals 4. gases.

{ 1) 12.

Soils containing both organic and mineral matter are
1. humus 2. clay 3. alkaline 4. sand.

{ 1) 14.
( l) 15.

A great amount of soluble salts are found in 1. clay
soils 2. alkaline soils 3. sandy soils 4. humus.
Bacteria are 1 microscopic organisms 2. elements
3. compounds 4. minerals.
The process of plowing and breaking up the soil is
called 1. cultivation 2. rotatioJLof crops 3. irrigation 4. cont~uring.
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(3) 16.

The rising of liquids in fine tubes is called 1. osmosis
2. circulation 3. capillarity 4. absorption.

(3) 17.

Ground bone or rock phosphates restores 1. nitrogen
2. potassium and nitrogen 3. calcium and phosphorus
4. carbon dioxide.

(l) 18.

soil that does not retain wa~er is 1. sand 2. clay
3. leaf mold 4. humus.

(1) 19.

Flants grow best in 1. rich soil 2. clay soil 3. gravel
4. poor soil.

(3) 20.

Photosynthesis takes place in the 1. stem 2. root 3. leaf.
4. root hair.
--

(1) 21.

Root hairs grow from the l. epiuermis 2. cortex 3. centxal
cylinder 4. root cap.

(3) 22.

A

(2) 23.

Sugar is made from the roots of the l. sweet clover
2. beet 3. red maple 4. Canadian Thistle.

(2) 24.

The influence of light on the direction of stems is
called 1. geotropism 2. heliotropism 3. hydrotropism
4. gravitation.

(2) 25.

Soi l that retains water the best contains 1. limestone
2. humus 3. gravel 4. sand.

(2) 26.

Bacteria nodules on the clover roots make 1. sulphate
2. nitrates 3. pho sphates 4. carbohydrates.

27.

Fleshy roots store food in the l. epidermis 2. cortex
3. xylem 4. phloem .

(2)

(2) 28.

root used for medicine is the 1. parsnip 2. wild
carrot 3. licorice 4. peppermint.

The direction of roots is influenced by 1. photosynthesis
2. gravity 3. capillarity 4. heliotropism.

29.

The growing point of the root is protected by 1. epidermis 2. central cylinuer 3. xylem 4. r oot cap.

(1) 30.

The absorbing surface of a root is often increased by
1. root hairs 2. epidermis 3. cambium 4. xylem.

(4) 31.

The type of r oot that best prevents soil erosion is
1. tap root 2. fascicled root 3. adventitious root
4. fibrous root.

(4)
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(4)

32. A plant that has no root cap is 1. carrot 2. flax
3. wheat 4. water lily.
response of roots to the pull of gravity is called
3. heliotropism 4. phototropism.

i. geotropism 2. hydrotropism

{1) 34.

~he chief function of the root hairs is to 1. absorb
water 2. anchor the plant 3. performs photosynthesis
4. transpiration.

(3) 35.

A plant having nitrogen-fixing nodules on its roots
is 1. wheat 2. beets 3. alfalfa 4. corn.

36.

Rich soil contains large proportions of l. hwne rous
2. humus 3. clay 4. sand.

(2)

(4) 37.

In tlE nitrogen cycle the nitrates are formed by the
action of 1. sunlight 2 . acids 3. electricity 4. bacteria.

(2)

38.

What causes the direction of roots 1. sunlight and
rainfall 2. moisture and gravity 3. soil and humus
4. moisture and capillarity.

(2)

39.

The grovdng tip of a root 1s called 1. root cap
2. meristem 4 3. root hairs 4. cambium.

(1) 40.

an example of a parasitic root isl. mistletoe 2. water
lily 3. ivy 4. orchid.

(1) 41.

Conducts sap upwards in plant 1. xylem 2. phloem
3. epidermis 4. endodermis.

(3) 42.

Humus in soil comes from 1. rock 2. minerals 3. decayed
matter 4. moisture .

(3) 43.

The structure protecting the gro\ving area of the root
is 1. r oot hair 2. meristem 3. root cap 4.epidermis.

(1) 44.

Proved that mineral matter came from the soil was 1. Nicholas de Saussure 2. Hilgard 3. Jacques Loeb 4. Julius
Sachs.

(4) 45.

Proved that nitrat es in soil are necessary for plant
growth 1. Jacque Loeb 2. Hilgard 3. Julius Sachs
4. Jean B. Boussingault.

(2)

46.

Roots growing from the stem or leaves in an unusual
way are called 1. fibrous 2·. adventitious 3. aerial
roots 4. a quatic.
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(3) 47.

Roots growing into the _water are called 1. adventitious
2. fascicled 3 . aquatic 4. taproot.

(4) 48.

Roots growing into another plant to absorb its food
are called 1. aerial 2 . adventitious 3. fasoi.cled
4. parasitic.

49.

A fleshy root produced in clusters is the 1. dahlia
2. orchid 3. strawberry 4. ivy.

( 1)

(3) 50.

A plant having one main strong root is 1. com 2. hyacinth
3. dandelion 4. wheat.

(3)

51.

A root growing in air to absorb moisture is 1. dahlia
2. ivy 3. orchid 4. hyacinth.

(4)

52.

Fleshy roots produced in clusters are found in 1. pond
lily 2. strawberry 3. hyacinth 4. dahlia.

(4)

53.

Grasses have 1. tap r9ots 2. aerial r oot s 3. fascicled
roots 4. fibrous roots.

(l} 54.

Roots that aid in climbing are found in the 1. ivy
2. strawberry 3. mistletoe 4. grass.

{3) 55.

A root used as food is 1. alfalfa 2. clover
4. beans.

(2)

56.

(3) 57.

3. carrot

The response of roots to water is called 1. aquatic
2. hydrotropism 3. geotropism 4. capillarity.
The symbol for carbon dioxide is 1. CHO 2. H20 3. Q.Q2
4. 0.

co 2

2. O 3. CHO 4. ~2Q•

(4)

58.

The symbol for water isl.

(3)

59.

A

(4)

60.

Region of growth between xylem and phloem is called
1. cortex 2. endod.e rmis 3. central cylinder 4. cambium.

(2)

61.

Co2 is an 1. element 2. compound 3. mixture 4. solid .

circle of cells separating the cortex from cent ral
cylinder in root is called 1 . epidermis 2 . fibrovascular
bundles 3. endodermis 4. cortex.

(1) 62.

Oxygen i s 1. gas 2. solid 3_. liquid 4. compound.

( 2) 63.

Cell division is called 1. os~osis 2. mitosis 3. respiration 4. expansion.

( l l 64.

Direction of roots is caused by 1. moisture and gravity
2. sunlight and rainfa l l 3. soil and humus 4. soil
and minerals.
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(4)

65.

An example of a tap root isl. corn 2. bean

(2)

66.

The . cortex of roots l. conducts sap upwards 2. stores
3. absorbs soil wate r 4. protects the growing tip.

(2)

67.

Epidermal cells of roots are 1. round 2. brick-shaped
3. s quare 4. irregular.

(2)

68.

Root hairs are 1. dead cells 2. elongated epidermal
cells 3. consists of xylem cells 4. growing region.

(2)

69.

Carry manufactured food from l e~ves dovm. to all parts
of the plant 1. cortex 2. phloem 3. xylem 4. endodermis.

3. buffalo grass 4. carrot.

(1) 70.

Region of root that reproduces new cells is 1. cambium
2. epidermis 3. phloem 4. endodermis.

(4)

71.

Julius Sachs is a 1. Swiss botanist 2. French botanist
3. Norwegi an botanist 4. Gernan botanist.

(2)

72.

An

( 1)

73.

Jean B. Boussingault is a 1. French agriculturist
2. German chemist 3. Dutch soil expe rt 4. English
botanist.

( l) 74.

example of fibrous root is 1. carrot 2. grass

3. dahlia 4. sugar beet.

Most of the worldts sugar supply come s from 1. beets
2. sweet potatoes 3. parsnips 3. sorghum.
The upper limit of the ground wholly saturated ~dth
water is ca l led 1. rock 2. loam 3. water table
4. aquatic.
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UNIT II
PROCESSES AND STRUCTURES INVOLVED IN
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

Problems
Problem

7.

Diffusion and osmosis

Problem

8.

The structure of stems and to show the
upward movement of liquids through a stem.

Problem

9.

Study of the leaf.

Problem 10.

Effect of light on leaves.

Problem 11.

Trans iration in leaves.

Problem 12.

Photosynthesis.
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STUDY SHEET
References:

Bergen and
Practical Botany, pp. 79-80.
Caldwell,
Carroll, F .B. Understanding our Universe, Bk .III

.

-

PP• 374-375.

Charles, Bro. Biology , pp. 2~-27. . __
Defrose ,Sr .M. Biology for aigh Schools . p. 168
. .
p. 566 •
Hunter,
Problems in Biolog
pp. 147-151.
Hunter,
Problem.s _in Genera Science, p . 589.
Smith, E . T. EXploring73iology , pp. !3!-132.

1,

Problem

7:

DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS

Preliminary Study: Diffusion Pressure is a tendency of two
liquids of une qual concentration to seek
equilibrium when brought into contact .
Osmosis i s the flow of t wo liquids or gases
separated by a semi-permeable membrane
through that membrane into each other,
t he greater flow is toward the denser li quid
or gas.
Note:

The flow at first is always from
the less dense to the more dense
substance.

Materials
Required:

Egg, animal membrane, l i ma bean membrane (t esta )
potat o, sugar , salt, hydrochloric acid, beaker,
tumbler, thistle tube, glass tubing, sealing wax,
eosine, porcelain dishes, fresh water .

Experiment :
(1)

Remove a small area of shell from the blunt end of
an egg without breaking the membrane. This can
be done by setting the egg in a dish of concentrated
hydrochloric acid until the shell is dissolved off
leaving the skin that lines the shell exposed .
Pierce the membrane at pointed end of egg. Insert
a capillary tube in the broken part of membrane and
fasten it with sea ling wax. set the egg in
a glass or tumbler filled with fresh water. Let
stand for about 24 hours (Fig. 8).

Obs ervation:

What was forced up into t he glass tube?

Gls.ss tube
Top of egg

--- Material in tube
~ealing Wax

..}

l,Jm.all tumbler

filled with
water

Fig. 8.

To Show Osmosis
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Experiment:
( 2)

Tie tightly over the end of the thistle tube
an animal membrane. Fill thistle tube with sugar
water then place the tube in a beaker of frehs
water. Let stand for 24 hours.
Leavels of sugar water in the thistle tube
should be equal with level of water in
beaker (Fig. 9).

Observation:

What happened:

Experiment:

Soak lima beans several hours before experiment.
With a razor blade carefu lly remove the t esta by
cutting a small slit from the hilum on one side
of the bean. Fill the glass tube with a concentrated solution of sugar water and tie a bean
membrane over the glass tubing. set in a beaker
or tumbler of fresh water . Let stand for 24 hours.
Then test water in beaker.

Observation:

What ha ppened?

Experiment:

.Another example of osmosis may be seen by soaking
a piece of pared potato in frehs water and another
piece in salt water .

Observation:

Which piece of potato remained crisp and firm?
Which pi ece wi lted?

Con clusions:

From the ab ove demonstration on osmosis, answer the
following questions.

( 3)

( 4)

1.

What actually takes place when a plant root
or animal membrane absorbs water?

2.

If the water in the beaker were tes t ed, what
wo uld be gotten? What does this sho~~

3.

Does this experiment prove the law of osmosis?

Additional
Problems:

Name two animal membranes and t wo plant memb r anes.
Give the great importance of diffusion and osmosis
in pl ants a nd animals.

Vocabulary:

semi-permeable membrane , diffusion, osmosis.

-- Thistle tube

'l:op of sug ~r solution

- -- Water

- L__ Suga r solution
Membrane

rubber

Fig. 9.

.Another .Experiment to Show Osmosis.
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Q,uestions

Answers

1.

In expei'iment 1,· what passed
through the membrane of the
egg?

l.

In experiment 1, fresh
water passed through the
membrane of the egg.

2.

In experiment 2, what pas sed
t hrough the animal membrane?

2.

In experiment 2, water
also passed through the
animal membrane .

What passed through the bean
membrane?

3.

Fresh water passed through
the bean membrane .

4-.

In experiment 4, what piece
of potato remained crisp?
which wilted?

4.

The potato in fresh water
remained fresh and crisp,
but the potato in salt
wa :rer wilted.

5.

What actually takes place
when a plant or animal
membrane absorbs water?

5.

Water ent e r s the semi-per
meable membran e by a proce s s
called osmosis, then the
xylem cells conduct the
water to the plant.

6.

If the water in the b eaker
6.
were tested, what would be the
result1 ' hat does this show?

Sugar water has entered
the beaker due to the
breaking of the membrane.
'l his shows: that li quids
pass iether way.

7.
8.

Name two animal membranes;
two plant membranes.

7. sausage casings, egg membrane.

vive significance of osmosis
and diffusion in plants
and naimals.

8. Enables plant and animal

Cell walls of plants, and
bean coat ·.
to obtain water and food
necessary for life.

vocabulary:
semi-permeable

partly passable.
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osmosis:

The flow of two liquids or gases separated by
a semi-permeable membrane through that membrane
into each other, the greater f'low is toward
the denser liquid or gas.

di ffusion: The tendency of two liquids of unequal
concentrations to s eek e quilibrium when
broµght into contact.
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Problem 8:

TEE STRUCTURE OF STEM3 AND TO SHOW THE UPWARD

MOVEMENT OF LI QUIDS THROUGH A STEM

Experiment:

Observe the app earance of the stalks which have
been previously placed in red ink or eosine
water; with a scapel, make a cross section of
the stalk, and note the area s which are red;
examine a monocot and dicot stem unde r the
microscop e.

Observation:

What part of the stem was colored red?

Conclusion :

What part of the stem conducts liquids upward
in plant?

Additional Problems:
1.

What functions are common to all stems and how are
they fitted for these functions?

2.

What causes stems to become modified?

Give examples.

3. Give economic uses of stems to man.
4.

What is a monocot7

di eot? Give examp les.

Show in tabular form the principal differences
between monocotyledonous and dicotyle don ous stems.
vocabulary:

pith, xylem, pith rays, cortex, annual rays,
excurrent, lenticel, cambium, deli quescent,
pjloem.

?9
q,uestions

answ:ers

1. What part of the stem was

1. The Jcylem cells were colored
red.

2. Through what does liquid

2. Liquids pass up thestems

3. What are the functions

3. The functions of stems are:

colored red't

through the xylem cel l s.

pass up the stems?

of stems and how are they
fitted for these functions ?

1. Se rve as a paasageway from
leaves to the stem and roots,
and back.
2. Hold leaves up to the sun.
3. Breathe through lent i cels.
4. Store food (sugar cane;
potato).
5. Help in cl'mbing (tendri ls
of gr a pes.
6. Reproduces the plant
(potato, suga r cane).
7. Have thorn for protect i on.

4. What causes stems to
become modified?

4.

Sinc e stems or branches usually
bear foliage, any stem which
does not i s spoken of as
"modified" (thorns).

5. Economic importance of

5. Give economic uses of

stems to man:
1. Used as food.
2. Medicine is derived (elm,
cinnamon, cascara) .
3. Obtain beve rage ( sas safras
4. Rubber, camphor, gum.
5. Timber i s used in various
ways.
6. Paper comes from spruce
and the pop l ar .
7 •• Fibers as flax, jute, hemp
8 Suga r from s ugar cane and
sugar map le.
9. Cor~ (cork oak).

stems to ; man.

6. What is a monocot?
Give examp l e s.

6.

A monocot i s a s ubclas s of

flowering plant having one
cotyledon in the seed, parallelveined leaves, and scattered
fibrovascular bun dles in the
stem; includes grains, grasses
and lilies; called monocots. '
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Questions

Answers

7.

~hat is a dicot? Give
examples.

8.

Show in tabular form the principal differences between
monocotyledonous ana. dicotyledonous stems.
Monocot

1. Has rind as outer covering.
2. Cambium is present only in

each fibrovascular bundle.

3. The fibrovascular bundles

are scattered throughout
the pits.

4. The stem is mostly made
of pith.
5. Supported by rind.
6. Grows in height and not
in thickness.

?.

A dicot is a subclass of

flowering plants having two
cotyledons in the seed, netted~
veined leaves, and one or more
rings of wood in the stem, they
include most of our common
flowering pl e_nt s, such as beans,
gerna iums, hardwood trees,
commonly called dicots.

lJicot
1. Has covering of epidermis and
bark.
2. ~ambium i s in the form of a
ring when seen in cross-section.
3.. '1'he fi brovascula r bundles are
arranged in cylinders having
distinct layers .

4. ~he stem is mostly made of wood.
5. Supported by wood.
6. Grows in thickness as well as
in height.

vocabulary:
pith

xylem

pith rays
annual
rings
cortex
ex current
cambium
phloem
lenticel

A short spongy substance in the center of pl ants.
Wood cells which serve as ~a s sageways f or water in
the roots, stems, and le aves of ferns and se ed plants
Thin wedges of pith running from the cambium towa rds
the center of the stem.
Concentric rings in the wood parallel to the C8lll.bium.
~·he tissue in a root or stem that lies between
the fibrovascular tissue and the epidermis; the
outer layers of an organ.
Running out from the main trunk or stem as in the
spruce and other conifers.
A layer of living eel-ls from which new xylem and
phloem- cells are found a nd formed in the stems of
naked-seeded plants and dicot trees and shrubs •
.ti'ood-conducting celis in the roots, stems and
leaves of ferns and s eed plants.
Dreathing pore in the bark of trees.
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Problem 9:

STUDY OF TliE LEAF

Materi c:11s
Required:

Leaf, prep a red cross sections of leaves, microscope.

Experiment:

Examine a leaf and note the petiole, bla de, and
vena tion. Vith a scapel or r azor bl ade, gently
remove the surfa ce l ayer of the under side of the
leaf; examine this section under the microscope;
note the surfa ce l a.yer of the uppe r s ide of the l eaf
an d examine under the microscope, noting the cell
structure.

Conclusions: .!!'ram the experiment and re adings answer the
following questions:
l. •1 hat i s a leaf?

vive its functions.

2. What is the diff erence between a leaf an d bla de?
Biographies: Marcello Malpighi (1628-1694); Nehemi ah Grew {16281?12); Jan Ingenhousz (1?39-1?99).
Vocabulary:
blade, chlorophyll, heliotropism, netted veins,
pa rallel veins, p alisade l ayer, spongy l ayer,
stomata, transpiration, gu a rd cells, petiole,
chloropla sts.

Questions
1. What is a leaf?
its function.

2.

Answer
Give

hat is the difference
between a leaf and a
bla de?
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1. A leaf is a s o-called factory
whe re all food is manufactu red,
CO? taken in and H2 O and Oare
linerated.
.

2. A leaf is the development from
the plumule of a seed.

The blade is an.ly a part of the
l e af, the broad, flattened part.

Biographies:
Ma rcello Malpighi (1628-16 94) was an Italian scientist
who dis covered stomata and va scular bundles.
Nehemiah Grew (1628-1712 ) was an Englis h Sci entist,
discovered stomata i n dependently.

Jan Ingenhousz (1730-179 9) A Dutch botanist was an

authority on plant physiology. He di sc overed that oxygen
is absorbed and carbon d.ioxide given off by l eaves
during respirat i on and that carbon dioxide is absorbed and
oxygen released in the proces s of photosynthesis.

Voca bulary:
blade

The broad, flattened part of the l eaf c ontaining
the working parts.
The green coloring matt er i n plants.
Response to light.
veins that do not run parallel and found in dic ot s .
Veins that run parallel an d found in monocots.

chlorophyll
heliotropism
netted veins
para l lelveins
A layer of green c ells just under, the upper
palisadeepidermis of a leaf.
layer
A layer of loosely fitted c ells in a leaf .
spongy
layer
Openings through whi ch air enters leaves.
stomata
tran sp irat i on The loss of water by evaporation t hrough the
stomata of a leaf or a plant.
Two cells on eit her side of a leafts stomata.
guard cells
These guard cells re gula~~ the size of the
opening.
Stalk connecting leaf with stem and hol d s
petiole
blade up in th e light.
chloroplasts small body conta i ning chl~rophyll found in
the cells of green plant s.
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Problem 10:

EFFECT OF LIGHT ON LEAVES

Materials
Re quired:

Tumblers, bean seeds or se e dling s.

Experiment:

Prepa re t h ree tumbler gardens. Place t wo of t h em
in the dark. Pla ce the third one in the light. To
see if the pla nts develop normally--when leaves a re
developed , place one tumbler from the dark in the
light and record the time tha t elapses befo re t he
first green color appears in the l ea ves. Let the
other· tumbler of plan t s grow in the da rk.

Practical Bote.ny, pp. 15-18.
Biology, pp. 61-6 2 .
~lementary Studies in Botany, pp.32Biology f.2.!: High School s, p. 523.3?.
Problems in Biology, pp. 154-160.
Problems Tii General Sc i ence, p. 8 0.
ExploringBiology, p. 139.

Observation: What happened to the plants in the da rk?
light?
Conclusion:

In the

Is lig ht ne cessary for chlorophyll manufacture?
Answers

Questions
1.

What happened to the pl ant
in the da rk?

1.

Th e plant in the da rk turned
yellow.

2.

What h app ened to pl an t s in
the light?

2.

Pla nts in th e light remained
normal and green.

3.

Is light necessa ry for
chlorophyll manufacture?

3.

Light is necess a ry for the
manufa cture o f chlorophyll .
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Problem 11:

TRAlfSPIRATION IN LEAVES

Materials
Required :

Po~ted geranimns.

EXperiment:

Water the soil of a flower pot containing a
geranium . Cover the entire pot with sheet rubber to
prevent any evapotation of water from the s oil.
Place the plant under the bell jar.

Observat.ion:

After a fe w hours what was s e en on the i nsid e of
t he bell jar?

Conclus ion:

Do leaves give of f water?

Bell hjars, sheet rubber.

Add i tional Probl ems:
l.

Name two ways in which plants ben efit by transpiration.

2.

Why do plants droop and wilt on ahot day?

3.

From what part of the plant is oxygen released?

Vocabulary:
Note :

Trans pira tion , stomata.

I mmediately after this experiment pin small discs of
cork to a portion of upp er and lower epidermi s of
geranium leaves. This experiment i s necessa ry to
work out Experiment 12.

Q.uestions

Answers

1.

1.

What was seen on the
i ns ide of the bell jar?

2.

Do l eaves give off water? 2.

3.

Name t hre ways i n which
p l ants a r e ben ef itted by
tra n sp iration ?

3.

At first the jar look ed
fo g gy then dro ps of water
a ppeared.
Yes , leaves give off water.
'r hr eeways i n which pl a nt s
a re benefitted by transpi r ation
are:

1.

It produces a steady flow of wat er
from ro ots to c e lls of l eaves sµpply ing
with water nece s sar y for phot osynt hesis
and with ot her substances ne ces sary
for f ood manuf acture.

2.

It produces a cooling ef f ect on the
l eaves, preventing shrivelling from t o·o
much heat.

3.

Another bene fi cial ef fect i s preve ntion
of erosion and fl oo ds because of constant
absorption and gra dual relea se of
large amo unts of water by tre es.

4.

thy do pl a nts droop and
4.
wilt on a hot and dry day?

5.

From what pa rt of the
p lant i s oxyg en rel eased?

5.

Pl ants dro op and wi lt
on a hot and dry day bec a use
of the amount of vmte r r e l eased .
Oxygen i s released fro m
the l eaf.

Vo cabulary:
trans piration

Loss of water by e vap orati on thro ugh
the stomat a whi ch i s a n op ene i n g t hrough
which air enters t ne l eave s.
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Problem 12:

TO SHO",V THE NECESSITY OF CHLOROPHYLL AND
SUNLIGHT FOR STARCH MAKING

Materials?
Required :

Plants (green) bean plants geranium grown in the
laboratory, iodine, alcohol.

Experiment:

Boil a g~een leaf (A portion of which was covered
for several days wi th dis cs of cork) i n alcohol.
This will r emove t he c hl orophyll. then apply the
iodine.

Observation :

What part of t he leaf turned blue?

conclusion:

I s chlor ophyll necessary for s t arc h making?
Is sunlight necessary fo r the manufa c tu-re of starch?

Which di d not?

dditional ? robl ems :
1.

Name two functions of photosy,,Aithesis ,:

2.

Give five ec onomic uses of leaves.

vocabulary:
photosynthesis , chloroplasts, chlorophyll.
Que stions ·
1.

What nart of the leaf
t urned blue?

1.

The part that was exposed
t o the sunlight tur ned blue.

2.

Which part di d not turn
blue ?

2.

The part that was n ot exposed
t o sun li ght and was covered witl
a di sc of cork.

3•

Is light and chlorophyll
necessary for the manufactur e of starch in a pl ant .

3.

Light and chlorophyll are
n ec essary for the manufacture
of starch in a plant.
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4. Name two function s of
_photosynthesis.

4.

a) It supplie s pl ant s,
anima ls, and man with food.
b) It purifies the a ir by
removir\§; carbon dio xi de
formed during oxidation,
combustion, an d decay.
It a dds to t he oxygen content
of t he air by rele as ing
oxygen not neede d for t he
manuf a cture of ca rbohydrat es .

5.

Give five economic
us e s of leaves:

5.

Leaves are used for food by
animals. Both domestic and wild
anima ls eat leaves qf grass e s and
other pl ant s iJl summer, and feed
on hay er dried gr~sses in winter.
Leaves a r e eaten by man, .many
cont a ining i t ami n as spina ch,
lettuce, cel ery, Swiss chard,
pa rsley, wat ercress, cabb age,
Bru s sel s sprouts.
Leave s a r e e ssenti al for
sil~worm indust ry.

1I' ea is a n importa nt beverage. Medicinal substances a re obt a ine d
from leave s, such as spearmint, peppermint, s age, tansy, camphor ,
eoc a ine is obtained
winterg reen, senna, horehound and di g italis.
from cocoa leaves. Toba c co is made int o cigars an d ciga rettes
from tob a cco leaves. ¥ ans ar e f a shi oned f rom p alm le aves . From
the strong vascul a r bundl e s of pineapple leaves, a f ine cloth
i s woven.
Voc abulary:

photosynthesis '1'he ma nufa ct ure of' starch and sugar
from water and ca rbon dio xide by,
green pla nts in sunlight.
chloroplasts

Small bodies containing chlorophyll
found in th€ cells of green plants.

chlorophyll

Green pigment found in plants.
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FINXL TEST FOR UNrI' II

Time:

40 Minutes

{3)

1.

( 2)

2.

( 3)

3.

(1)

4.

( 2)

5.

( 3)

6.

( 2)

?•

( 1)

8.

{ 3)

9.

( 3) 10.
( 2) 11.

( B) 12.
( 2) 1 3 .
( 4) 14.

( 5) 1 5 .

( 1) 16.
( 2 ) 17.
( 1) 18.

( 3 ) 19.

( 2) 20.

Pos sible Score:?5

Manufactured food is conducted in the plant by the
~- xylem 2 . cambium 3. phloem 4. lenticel.
'l'he chief function of a stem is to 1. absorb water
2 . support leaves 3. anchor th e plant 4. pe r form photosynthesis.
11
' he food factory of a plant is 1. root 2 . stem 3 .. lea f
4. stomata.
-Moisture is ab so rbed ch i efly through the 1. root h airs
2 . roots 3. xylem cells 4. epidermal cells.
The green coloring matter needed by pl a nts in making
food is called 1. chloroplasts 2 . chlorophyll 3. chromosomes 4. cambium.
A breathing pore found in stems i s called 1. stomat a
2. guard cell 3 . lenticel 4. scar. The process of makirg food in green pla nt s is 1. metamorphosis 2 . photosynth esis 3. metabolism 4 . dig e stion.
A substa nce us ed to t es t f or st a rch i s 1. iodine
2. lime water 3. Fehling's solution 4. nitric a cid.
One difference between a monocot stem an d a dicot stem
is that the monocot l acks 1. xylem 2 . phloem 3. cambium
4. pith.
Opening s in the leaf ep idermis are 1. lenticels 2. pores
3. stomata 4. guard cells.
Plant tissue consisting of actively growing cells is
called 1. mi t o sis 2 . meristem 3. f ission 4. reµto~·duction.
Fehling's solution is a test for 1. cellulose 2 . glucose
3. sta rch 4. protein.
'1'he portion of dicotyledonous pla nt stems where growth
occurs is calledlcortex 2. cambium 3. xy-1.em 4 . pith.
Leaves manufa cture . st'a_'r ch in the presen ce of 1. moisture
2 . ch emic a Ls 3. acids 4. s unlight.
A by-product of photosynthesis is 1. 0 2. CO2 3. H.

4. N.

·he most i mporta nt value of photosynt hesi s to man is
2. aids digestion 3 . abso rbs
moisture 4. conducts food to the pl ant.
Spinach is what part of a pla nt? 1. stem 2. leaf
3. roots 4. cortex.
Leaves purify the a ir by 1. t aking in CO2 and giving off O.
2. t ak ing in nitrogen and forming nitrates 3. gi ving
off H20 and absorbing moisture 4. by givi:[\g off CO2 and
t aking in O.
A monocotyledonous stem is mostly 1. xylem 2. phloem
3. pi th 4. ca..111bium.
~he annual rings 1. store food 2. indicate the age of a
3. convey food 4. prot e ct the stem.

1. the manufacture of food
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(2) 21. A dicotyledonous stem isl. mostly pith 2. xylem (wood}
3. has rinds 4. fibrovas cular bundles scattered in pith.
(4) 22 . ~uinine comes from 1. l eaf 2. root 3. uoot hair 4. ~ Flax comes from 1. stem 2. l eaf 3. root 4. cambium.
~t The
process in whicnTI'ght- energy causes carbon dioxide
and water to combine int o sugar is called 1. osm9s is
2. respiration 3. tran spiration 4. photosynthesis.

or

( 1) 25. Stomata are most abundant in 1. lower surfa ce
leaves
2 • on s t ems 3 roots •
(4) 26 . The passage of water through a semi-permeable membrane

is calleq 1. transpiration 2. capillarity 3. re s pi ration
4 osmosis.
(1) 27. The outer covering of a l eaf, on both the upper and
lower surface is called 1. epidermis 2 . palisade layer
3. spongy layer 4. guard ce11s.
(1) 28. Water rises in the stem through 1. xylem 2. phloem
3. cambium 4. bark.
(4) 29. Starch is manufactur ed in leaves 1. a t nig ht 2. on a
cloudy day 3 . when it rains 4 . while th . s un shines.
(1) 30. Transpiration takes place 1. day and nigb:t 2. daytime
only 3 .at night 4. on a cloudy day.
(2) 31. The turning of leaves t oward the light is called
1. photosynthesis 2 . phot otropism 3. hyd r otropism
4 . geotropism.
(3) 32. Autumnal change in leave s i s due to 1. frost?. humidity
of atmosphere 3. the breaking up of chlorophyll
4. r e spiration .
.
( 2) 33. A l eaf used as a beverage is 1. celery 2 . tea 3. s pi nach
4 . peppermint .
-(1) 34. Palisade cells in a l eaf are lo~ated 1. under the upper
epid ermis 4 . chlorol)lasts . 2. 1.n st omat • .
(1) 35 . "Tihlorophyll bodies are 1. round green bodie s 2. oblor:lffi/,
green bodies 3. ki dney-s haped bodies . 4. brick-shaped
bodies.
(3) 36. Leaves liberate oxygen through 1. lenticel 2. vein
3. s-t omata 4. blade.
(4) 37. The leaf gives off co 2 through 1. blade 2 . vein 3.lenticel
4 . stomata.
(2) 38. Starc h 1.s composed of three elements 1. carbonm nitrogen
and oxygen 2. carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen 3. carbon
nitrogen and sulphur 4. carbon, hydrogen and potassium .
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(3) 39. Leaf stalks a r e called 1. stems 2. blades 3. pet i ol es

4. tendrils.
( 1) 40. The outside of a leaf is 1. colorless 2. green 3. opaque
4. trans lucent.
( 2) 41. The mast important part of a leaf t o use sunlight in
making starch is 1. chloroplasts 2. chlorophyll
3. stoma~a 4. guard cells.
( 4) 4 2 . The cells just below the palisade layer in the le a f is
called 1. stomata 2. lower epidermis 3. veins 4. sp ongy

l ayer.

{ 1) 43 . All s tomata are surrounded by 1. two guard ceils 2. veins
3. ep ide r mis 4. spongy l ayer.
( 4 ) 44. Fodd i s stored in 1. leaf 2. roothairs 3. s tomata
4. r oots.

45. Whi l e phot osynt hesis is going on there is no surplus
of 1. 0 2 . CO 2 3. H. 4. C.
( 4) 46 . A compound passed from leaves at ni ght i n excess is
1. 0 2. N. 3. C. 4. CO 2 .
( 2) 47. Gre en l eaves mak e 1. wood
for the wo rl d 2~ food for the
the wor ld also oxyg en.
3. beautify the f or e sts 4. pr ovid,
(2)

ne sts tor bi r ds.

(1) 48. Xylem cells instems are 1. woody cells 2. s pongy cells
3. pith ce l ls 4. chloroplasts.
( 2) 49. The cambium of a stem provides 1. for cond uct i n g sap
2. for growth 3. for supp orting leaves 4. for storage
(2)

of food.

50. Radiating lines through xylem and phloem cells called
1. conducting tubes 2. pith rays 3. vascular bundles
4. cambium cells.

( l) 51. The purpose of the bark is to 1. ptotect the deli ca t e

ti s sues from drying out 2. aid in transpirat i on
3. to conduct r ood material 4 . to help gro -wth.
( 2) 52. The outer layer of a cornstalk is called 1. cork
2. rind 3. cambium 4. ~hloan.
(2) 53. Grasses have l. netted>veined leaves 2 . E:¼rallelveined leaves 3. palmat ely-veined leaves • pinnatelyveined leaves.

(4) 54. vascular bun dles were discovered by 1. Robert Hooke
2. Grew 3. Pasteur 4. Malpi ghi.
(1) 55. Stomata were studied independent by 1. Gr ew

2. Hilgard 3. 1arcello Malpighi 4. Jean7fc3us singault.

( 1) 56. A bean leaf has 1. netted-veined l eaves 2. parallel-

( 2)

veined leaves 3. palmatiely-netted l eaves.
57. Jan Ingenhousz was an 1. English botanist 2. Dutch

(2)

58. Linen

botanist 3. French sc ientist 4. German a griculturist.
comes from 1. leaves 2. stems 3. r oots 4. r oot hairs

55/oJ D
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(4) 59. Deliquesc~nt, an example is 1. fir 2. pine 3. magnolia
4. maple tree.

(3) 60.

An example of an _excur~~nt tree is 1. maple tree

2. oak tree 3. pine tree 4. apple tree.

( 4) 61. .An acid that will dissolve _an egg _shell is 1. nitric

2. acetic 3. sulphuric 4. hydrochloric.
(1) 62. Exchange of li-quids of different densities when separated
by a membrane is 1. osmosis 2. - assimination 3. photo-

syntre sis 4. capillarity.

· (2) 63. A study of plants is called 1. ecology 2. botany
3. agriculture 4. biology.
(3 ) 64. Modified leaves on roses arel. tendrils 2. spines
3. thorns
(3) 65. Modified leaves on sweet peas are 1. spines 2. hairs
3. tendrils.
s

( 2) 66. Leaves purify the air 1. by a dding hydro gen to the air
during photosynthesis 2. by removing carbon dioxide from
air 3. by removing n i trogen fro m the qir.
_
(2) 67.""""To'Eiacco is made from 1. dried stems 2 . dr y leaves
3. fibrovascular bundl e s.
(1) 68. Silkworm in dustry depends on 1. mulberry leaves
2. oak leaves 3. milkweed leaves 4. cottonwood leaves.
(4) 69. Fans are .mads from 1. l inden l eaves 2. backberry leaves
3. locust leaves 4. palm leaves.
(2) 70. Cocaine is obtained from I. coffee l eaf 2. c6ca leaf
3. peppermint leaf 4. colea l eaf.
(2) 71. During photo synthe sis l eaves a dd to the air 1. CO2
2. 0 3 . N. 4. H.
(4) 72. Pith rays are foundin _l~ corn stems 2. l i ly stems
3. grass stems J. woddy stems.
(1) 73. Li quids flow down . the part 011 the vascular bundles
kno ½n as 1. phloem 2. xylem 3. cortex . 4. cambium.
(1) 74. Leaves used ror seasoning are 1. celery 2. lettuce
3. spinach.
__ _
(1) 75. Hemp comes from l.
2. leaf 3. roo't 4. root ha irs.
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UNIT III
A STUDY OF corTON AND LINEN

PROBLEM3

Problem 13:

How can fibers of cotton be identified?

Problem 14:

How can linen fibers be identified?
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Reich,
Consumer Goods-;--p'p. 37 -61 . .
Pieper and
Everyday Problems in Science.
Beauchamp
The World Book, Vol 8., pp . 1708-1718.
Note :

For further references use any
mo dern enc yclopedias, dictionaries,
and biologies.

Problem 13:

HOW CAN FIBERS OF COTTON BE IDENTI FIED'?

Materials
Re quired:

Cottoh cloth , cotton plant, cotton thread, litmus
paper, test tupes, lye or 5i solution of s odium
hydroxide, forceps , hydrochloric acid, olive oil,
microscope, slides, cover glasses, procelain
di s hes , beaker, water , alcohol l araps , sulphuric
acid.

Experiments: l.

Burning test.
Obtain a piece of cotton cloth. Light a small .
piece with a match. Observe th e odor, the color
of the flame, and th e rapidity of :turning. •

2.

Litmus test.
Moisten a strip of blue litmus paper . Heat a
piece of c otton goods in a dry t e st tube and
hold the litmus paper in the smoke which c omes
from the tube. No te the color change. Repeat,
using a strip of red litmus paper, and not any
col~r chang e.

3. Sulphur ic a cid t est also lye test.
Make a s olution of two teaspoonfuls of lye to
a cup of water or use a fi ve p er cent solution
of s odium hydroxide. Pla ce a piece of cotton
in a test tube. Add about a half-inch of the
solution out int o a small dish . Remove the
cotton from the lye with a pair of for ceps,
and rinse it in wat er.
Test the strength of the cloth.
Place a pi ece of cotton in a solut i on of sulphuric acid. ·vha t ha ppens'i
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4. To distinguish cotton from linen.

Ob~ain a piece of mixed cotton and linen fab r ic.
Place it in a b eaker of water t o which have
been a dded t wo or three drops of hydrochloric
acid, and h eat. This will remove t he starch
and other ma terials which have been a dded
to the cloth to make it s tiffer.
Allow the fabric t o dry and then place a drop
of olive oil on it.
Observation:

Which threads absorb the oil more r ap idly?

5. How are pl ant . fi b ers prepared?
Pick out some cotton seeds from t he ir hairy
co sts. Spim the fibers betwe en your f ing ers,
t wisti ng and pul ling until y nu have s pun an
inch or two of threa d.
Ob s ervation:
Additional
Problems:

Why do cotton fibers s pin? Examine fib ers under
t hy mi croscope and sketch -and de s cri be them .
1. Ehat is t he length of a cotton hair?
2. I f you went int o a cotton f i e l d , how co uld you
tell which blossoms ,ju st ope!!led and whi ch
had come out t he day before?
Note: Southern chi l dren h~e a pr,ett y littl e song
-t hat well des crib e s t he ir a ppearance and
aharacter:

" Firs t day white, next day red,
Third day from my birth I t m dead ;
Though I am of sho rt dur a t i on ,
Yet wi t hal I c lothe the nation?

3. Discus s the bol l weevml, t he harm i t does t o
the c otton crop, a nd t he measure s t o control
it.

4. Wh ich states rank in t he production of cotton?

.5. Who invente d the cotton gin ?

Eli Whitney.
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6. Name pro ducts and by-pro ducts of cotton.

a. From cotton fiber:

calicot c am.bri c, ca nva s , etc.
b. From cot ton l i nte r s:

ab s or bent cotton, a rtificial leat her, et c .
cel lulose
coa ti ng for a i r plane wing s, etc.
c • .b'rom Cotton se e d:
Oil

Vo ca bul a ry :

.out ter substitutes, candl es, ol eo.ma r gerine,
cosmet ic s , etc.

mer ceri zi ng , cotton bol l , co tt on gin, lint ers, l i nt,
cel lul o se .

~u e st ions

An swe rs

Burning Test

1. Ob serve the odor, color
of fl a.me an d rapi dity
of burning cotton.
Li tmus
2 . Note the color change

of bl u e li t mus p aper;
red li t mu s pap er.

1. Tb.ere wa s no odor; a yellow
f l ame wa s pr odu ced and cotton
burns very rap i dl y .
est
2.

E1ue l i t mu s pap er tu r ned
red whi le red litmu s pap er
r emained unch anged.

Ly e an d Sulphuric Aci d Test

3. Give effect of s odium

hydroYide on cotton;
sulphuric a cid?

3.

oodium hydro xi de does not
eff ect t he s trength of
cotton, where a s sulphu r i c a ci d
dis solve s it.
from linen

Di s tinguish cotton
4. Wb.e.t k ind of spot is

4.

f o rme d on linen? Which
t akes up more wa ter evenly
and qui ckly, cotton or linen?

translucent spot is
f ormed .

A

Linen a bsorbs wat er more
evenly than does cotton.

5. Give de scription of cotton

5. Cotton fibers viewed under

6. Why do cotton fibers spin

6. Because fibers stick

7. What is the length of a

7. ~he average letigth of a

8. What is the color of the

8. The color of the blos som

9. What harm does the boll

9. During the larva s tage the

fibers as viewed under the
micro s cope.
so easily?

cotton hair'?

blossom the first day1 the
next?
weevil do to the cotton
cro p?

the micros cope have the
app earance of t wis ted , flat
tubes.
to get he r more easily and
readily than other fibers.
cotton hair is 3/4tt .

that opems first i s whit e.
The next day it turns pink.
boll weevil a ttacke s cotton
crop .

10. Give measures to control

10 . Co tton p l ants are dusted and
sprayed wi th arsenate of lead.

11. Which states rank in the

11. Texas , Mi s si s sippi, Arkan sas
rank hi ghe st in t he produc tion
of co t t on .

this insect pest , (boll
weevil ).
production of cotton?

Vocabulary:
Merceriz i ng

Tr eating cotton wit h a solution of potash
to give it a silk luster.

cotton boll

The pa rt of th e cot ton pl ant containing
t he fiber and seed.

cotton gin

A machine for sepa rating t he seeds from

lint e rs

The co t ton "fuzz" next to the s eed.

cellulose

Cell walls of plants .

cotton fiber.
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S'l'UDY SB.EET

l"teferences:

Same as for Problem 13, except ~onsumer Goods,
PP. 61--83.

Pro blem 14:

A S'l UDY O:B' LINEN AND HOW I 1l'S 1''IBERS CAN BE
IDi!J.'flH IED •
1

1

Materials
Hequired:

Microscope, i flax plant, linen thread, match,
litmus paper, lye, 5% solution o f sodium hydro xide,
f orceps, hydrochloric a cid, nitric a cid, sulphuric
aci d , olive oil, slides, cover glasses, porcelain
dishe s, water, b eaker, alcohol. l amps.

Experiment: 1. Burning test.
Moisten a p i e ce of linen cl oth . Light a
small piece with a ma tch. Observe the odor,
the color of the flame, and ,he rapid ity of
burning.
2. l..itmus t e st.
Moisten a strip of blue litmus paper. Heat
a pi e ce of cotton in a dry test tube and hold
the lit:m.us p aper in the smoke which comes
from the tub e . ~ote the color change.
3. l.y-e test.
Make a solution of t wo te-a spoonfuls of lye to
a cup of sodium hy droxide • .r'la ce a piece of
linen in a test tube. Ad d a bout a half inch
of t he s olution and boil for about five minutes.
Pour the solution out into a small dish . hemove
the linen from the lye with a pair of forceps
and rinse it in water. Test the s trength of
the cloth. ~la ce a pi e ce in sulphuric a cid.
wvba t ha ppens?
4. To distipguish cotton from linen.
Obtain a pi e ce of mixed cotton and linen f abric.
Pla ce it in a beaker of water to which have
been added two or three drops of hydrochloric
acid , and heat. 'I his ¥-rill remove th e star ch
and other materials which ha ve been added to
the cloth to make it stiffer.
1

Allow the fabric to dry and then place a dr op
of olive oil on it. Test also ~Qth water.

Observation:

What kind of a spot formed on linen by the
olive oil'?
Which takes up water mor e evenly and quickly,
cotton or linen ?

5. Soak some flax stems in a glass of water for

two or thee days. Then strip or scrape
the threads f'rom the stems. Examine und er the
microscope. Make sketches of linen fibers
in y our notebook.
Give shape of the flax fi bers.

uses?

Additional
Problems:

1. Which states lead

What are their

i n the pro duction of flax?

2. For what purposes i s fl ax c iiefly cult i vated
in the United States?

3. Name the most important f lax manufactureing
countries.

4. Name some linen products.
Vocabulary:
pectin, blue-flowered fl x, linseed oil.

Questions
Burning
1. Give the odor, color of
flame, and rapidity of
burning linen .

Test

Answers

1. Linen burns rapidly and
wi thout an odor. It produces
a yellow flame •

.Litmus Test

2. Note the color change of
the blue litmus paper.

2. Blue litmus paper turned red.

Lye and Sulphuric Acid Test

3. What effect did lye water

3. The linen boiled in lye water

4. Vhich takes up olive oil
more, cot ton or linen-;·,

4. Linen abs rts ol ive oil
and water rapidly.

5. What kind of a spot is

5.

A round, translucent spot

6. Give the shape of linen
fibers as viewed under t e
microscope.

6.

Linen fibers are shaped
like bamboo sticks.

7.

7. North Dakota, s. Dakota and

have on l~nen, sulphuric
acid'?

formed on linen by the
olive oil?

Which states lead in the
production of flax?

remained firm. sulphuric
acid dis s o ved l inen.

is formed .

temperate regions lead in the
production of flax.

8. For what purposes is flax

8. It is chiefly cultivated for

9. Name the most important

9. Belgium, Ireland, Germany,

chiefly cultivated in the
United States?
flax manufacturing

countries.
10. Name some linen products.

its seed.

Japan, Switerzerland.

10. Lace, damaks, sheeting, t wine.
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FINAL T::EBT FOR UNIT III

Time:

40 Minutes

Possible Score:

75

COTTON
Burning test
Obtain a piece of 1. cot ton cloth. Light a small 2. piece
with a 3. match. The color of the flame is 4. yellow. It has
5.
odor. It burns 6. rapidly.
Litmus test.

7. Moisten a strip of 8. blue litmus paper . 9, Place a piece
of lo. cotton in a 11. dry'Test tube and hold the 12 blue
paper in the smoke whicncomes from the tube. Blue litmus
paper changes to 13 red. Red litmus paper remains 15. red.
Acid -test.
Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves cotton 16. slowly. A five
percent s9lution of 17. sodium hydroxide does 18 not injure the
19. strength of the cloth.
To distinguish cotton from linen.

Other items also •

Flace a drop of 20. olive 0·1 on cotton. An 21. opaque spot
forms. Cotton absorbs water 22. slowly. The very short fibers
that are . attached to the co t ton seeds after ginning a r e called
23. lint ers. ·rreating cotton fibers with caustic soda is called
24. me r cerizing. An insect that d estoys the cotton boll fa the
25. weevil. A cotton boll contains from 26. 25 27 . 50
seeds. The cotton fibers are also called 28-:-Tint. Tiie machine
used to separate the seeds from the cotton fib~is called
29. cotton 30 gin . 31. E1i32 Whitney invented the 33. cotton
34.
in 35-;-r793. ~on is us~d to make 37~ cloth.
Und er he micro s cope the cotton a fibers appear like a i'lattened
38. twisted tube. Linen 39. products come from 40. flax . 1'he ma~
cotton raw materials are: 41 . fiber 42. linte rs 43. huITs 44 oil
45. meal. The oil of cotton seeds i s used in (but ter subst itil"Ees J
as 4b.Oleomarge rine.

git.

The length of a cotton hair i s 47. 3/4°. When a cotton blo s som
appears the first day the color is 48":"""'whit e. The next day it is
49. red . Two states ranking in cotton prod uc tion a r e: 50 Texas
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51. Georgia. Products from cotton linters are 52. plastics
Calico is a product of cotton 53. lint. Lard substitutes are
products of the 54 oil of the cottoiiseed. Fertilizer i s a
product of 56. hulls of cotton seed. Cosmet ics are prepared
f r om the 56 oil or cotton seed.
Crackers are made from 57 meal
of cotton se'eas. Seersucker i s a p roduct of c otton 58 lint.-Paints are prepared from the 59 oil _of cotton seeds. Paper
pulp i s a product of cotton 60 hul.Ts. Cotton linters make wartimE
61. rayons . Oleomargarine comes from 62 oil of cotton s eed.
Cheesecloth is a product of cotton 63 lin"t:7"° Every automob i le
conta i ns about 65. 54 lbs ,. of cotton. "'""Parachutes have cotton
65. cords and 66. harnesses . Li nen absorb s water 67 quickly .
Olive 011 makes a 68 trans lucent spot on l i nen. Linen burns
with a 69 yellow flame. Linen thread s l ook l i ke 70. bamboo
sticks. Sulphuric acid 71. dissol~es lin en cloth.
the gummy
substanc e thaA holds t ogether the fibers of flax is ca l led
72. pectin¥ l he oil obtai ned fr om s eeds of flax i s called
73. lin s eed oil. Deco mpo s tion of woody ti s sues of fl ax stems is
ca l led 74. retting. Linen is a 75. flax f iber.

- .:. --
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UNIT IV
.A STUDY OF RAYON AND SOYBEANS

Problem 15:

STUDY OF RAYON

Problem 16:

ORGANIC NUTRIENTS FOUND IN SOYBEANS

10:;
STUDY SHEET
Study of Rayon
References:

Same as f or Pro blem 13 except - Reich , Singer
Consumer Goods, pp . 131-145
'l'he ch emistry Leaflet, Sept. 1943
- voI . 18, pp . 7-40.

Problem 15:

STUDY OF RAYON

Materials
Required:

Rayon fibers , rayon go ods , litmus paper (blue
and red), test tubes, sulphuric acid, burners,
pieces of silk.

Experiments:
1.

Burning test .
Take a small pi e ce of r ayon, hol d i t over a t rough
and burn it. I f it i s real silk , it burns slowl y
and emits a strong odor , similar to the odor of
burning hair. The remains will be s mall, black
crispy beads .

2.

Moisture t est.
Moisten threads of rayon and silk.
Observe what h appens.

3.

Red litmus paper .
Dampen the litmus pa pe r. Burn a pi e ce of rayon
to be tested and hol d tfe paper over the smoke of
the burning material.
f the material is silk,
the paper will turn blue.

4.

Blue litmus paper .
Dampen the paper . Burn a piece of the material in
a dry test tube and hold the litmus paper over t he
smoke of t he burning ma terial. Note the color change.

5.

Drop a 21o sulphuric ac id on a piece of rayon . Place
it between t wo oieces of paper, and a pply a hot i ron .
~ote what happens to the rayon fibers .
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Additional
Problems:

What is cellulose?
How is rayon made?
Name the various chemical proce s ses in
converting cellulose into a liquid.
Discuss briefly the cupramonium process.
What is the Viscose proce s s?
Discus s in short the acetate process.
hat country leads in the production of r ayon?

Bio graphy:
Vocabulary:

Count Chardonnet.
rayon

Questions

Answers
Rayon
Burn i ng Test

1. Give th e odor, color of
flame an d rapidity of
burning of rayon fib ers.

1.

Rayon burns rapidly with
a yellow flame and i t has
no odor.

Moistur e Test
2.

Observe wha happens when
rayon is moistened?

2.

Rayon shrinks when mois tened .

Rea Lit mus ~aper

3. Give color of the red
litmus paper.

3.

·.L'here was no change i n color.
Red litmus paper remai n ed r ed.

Blue Litmus paper
4.

Note the color chang e.

4.

Blue litmus paper turned red .

5.

What ef fect di d the 21
sulphuric acid and a hot
iron have on rayon ?

5.

Rayon charred a nd fell apart.
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6.

Vhat is cellulos e?

6.

Cellulose is the substance
resembling and allied to
starch which forms cellular
plant tissue.

7.

Give uses of cellulose
acetate .

7.

Plastics --adding machines,
bottle stoppers, buttons,
cigarette cases, costume
jewelry, fountain pens,
hair ornaments, and hanabags.

8.

How i s rayon made?

8.

Rayon i s made from the cellulose
of sp r uce wood and cotton linters
or from a comb ination of the
ce l lulose from these sour ces.

9.

Wha t is the chief p roblem9. The chief problem in making
in ma k ing rayon?
ra yon is getting the cellulose
into s olution and then get ting
it out of so l uti on and i nto
a cont inuous ya1·n .

10. Name the va rious proces-

ses (c h emi cal} i n co n vert i ng cellulose int o a li quid.

10. Various chemi ca l processes

are emp loyed to convert the
cellulose int o a l iquid ,
which i s a bout as t hick as
castor oil. Th e cellulose
in solution is fo r ced through
a spinerett wh ich co nta i ns
many tiny hole s. The outcoming fila ments combine to
form yarn. (rayon).

11. What is the cupraamonium 11. '1 he cellulose is di s solve d

process?

12. What is the Viscose proce s s?

in. an ammoni acal oxid e solution.

12. The bulk of t h e wo r ldt s
rayon i s made by the Viscose
process, wherein the pulp is
treat ed with caustic soda,
and then wit hcarbon-bi sulphate
t o form cellulose xantha te.
A weak solution of caustic
soda is added and after
thorough mixing the viscose
solution i s formed . All
these methods a r e regen erated
cellulose r ayons.
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13. Discus s the acetate

13. In this method the pulp is

14. What co untry leads
i n the production of
rayon?

14. The United States l eads in
t he production of rayon.

process.

treated chemi ca l ly to make
cellulose acetate from which
the yarn i s made. Acetates
are not yello wed by a ge or
exp os ure to light.

15. Give a brief account of 15. Count Chardonnet was the
Count Char donnet.
f irst t o diss olve t he nit rocellulose process of treating
the raw material with ni trio
and su l huric a c id , fo rming
nitrocellulose.
16 . Def ine rayon.

16 . Rayon comes rom the English
word 0 ray" me an ing beam of li ght.
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STUDY S HEEI'
Referenc e s:

Hunter,
Smith, E . T .

Problem 16:

ORGANI C NUTRI ENTS FOUND IN S OYBEANS

Materia ls
Required:

Soybean plants in laboratory , seeds from soybean
pl ant s, iodine , burners, test tubes.

Experi ments:

1.

Problems in Biology, pp. 117-120
Expl oringBiology, pp. 259 - 264.
current Sc i ence, Vol. 27, April 13-17,
1942. Soy--The Wond er Bean .

Test for Starch in Soybeans
Mash a small piece of the bean cotyle don which
has previously been soaked in wa ter. Heat and
t est with iodine solution. Note the color of
the material. r ount the material on a g l as s
slide and e xamine under the mi c ros cope. · Gi ve
t he s hape of the starc h gra i ns .

Conc l usion:

Is starch pre s ent in s oybeans?
2.

Proteins i n soybeans?
same as above but he at slowly an d add nit r i c
acid and then a dd a few arops of ammonium
hydrate. What color appear s when nit ric a cid
i s adde d? Wh n ammonium hydrate i s added?

Conclusion:

Do so ybeans co ntain proteins?

3.

Fats and oils in soybeans.
Mash soyb ean s with ether . This will extract
the oil. Place a few drops of th e oil on
brown paper and heat over a warm radiator.
What kind of a sp ot a pp ears?

Co nclsusion:

Do soyb eans contain f ats and oils?

Add i tional
Prob l ems:

Give importance of soybean during World wa r No. 1.
Vvhen did the real boom in p lanting s oybeans begin
in the United States?
Gi ve the result s of the invest igation in the
Ford laboratories regarding soybeans.
How many bushels of s oybeans were grown in the
Uni t ed St ates in 1925? in 1940?
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Name minerals found in s oybeans.
Give uses of s oybean oil.
What is the newest us e for so ybeans?
Soybean meal contains how much ¾,protein'?
1o s tarch'? 1o fiber? 1ofats?
Q.uestions

Answers

1. Is starch present in
s oybeans?

1.

About 291a starch is pr esent in
s oybeans.

2. Do soybeans cont ain

2.

Soybeans contain about 4 4i of
protein.

prote-i n?

3. What kind of spot occurs 3.

on paper after rubbing
it with a soybean?
4. Do s oybeans cont ain oils 4 .
an d fats?

A trans luc ent sp ot occurs

on pa per.

Soybeans colltai n oil and f ats .

Additional
Problems :

5.

Gi ve importanc e of
so ybeans during World
for No . 1.

5.

s oybeans were us ed for
margarines and oils during
Wo r ld War No . 1.

6.

Vfhen did the real boom
in pl anting soybeans
begin?

6.

In t h e year 19 35.

7.

Gi ve the results of the
investi gations of the
Ford lab oratories regarding soyb eans.

7. Sci entist s in the Ford

laboratories ha d developed
methods of using the prote i n of
soybean meal as a source of
plastics for many small gadgets
on the car. A few months ago
1'1.Ir . Ford had w~de a plastic
aut o containing metal only in
its engine, frame and running
g ear.
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8.

How many bushels of
soybeans were grown in the
United states in 1925?
in 1940?

8.

Name minerals found in
soybeans.

9.

The mi nerals found i n soybean f
are calc i um, phosphorus, and
iron.

In 1935, 5,000,000 bushels
In 1940,
80,000, 000 bushels were g rovm ,

were produced.

10.

Give uses of soybean oil?

lO.

s oybean oil is used for
lacquers, for cars, printi ng
inks, lubricating oils, soaps :
an d linoleum.

11.

Give newest uses for soybeans.

11.

The newest uses for s oybeans
are now being used for clothir
upholstery, seat covers, and
rugs for autos.

FINAL T FST FOR UNIT I V

Time:

40 Minutes
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Possible Score: 75
Rayon
Burning t est

Take a smaJ.J. piec e of' rayon, hold it over a trough and l. burn
it . If it is r eal silK it will burn 2 . slowly and emit a stron@
odor similar to the odor of' bur n i ng 3 . hai r. The remains will
be small, black , crispy 4 . beads . Rayonourns 5. rapidly. The
color of the flame is 6. yellow a nd it has 7. no odor .
Red Litmus paper

8. Moisten the red litmus paper . 9. Burn a piece of 10 rayon
to be tested and hold the paper over '=Enesmoke of the burning
material. ~f the material is silk, the red litmus paper ~dll
turn 11. blue.
Blue Litmus Paper
12. Mo isten the paper . Burn a piece of rayon in a 13. dry
test t ub e andhold the blue litmus paper over the 14. smoRe of
the burning mat erial. The paper over the smoke turned to a 15.
red color.
The sources of cellulose fo r rayon are 16 . spruce 17 . trees and
18. cott on 19. lint ers . On e of the main uses of ce l lulose
acetat e is 20 plastic s. Various chemical processes are employed
t o convert the cellulose into a liquid which is about as t hick
as 21. cast or oil. The cellulose in so lution i c, forced through
a 22 . spinnerette which cont ains many tiny holes.
The outcowing 23 . filament combines to form rayon yarn. The
bulk of the world t s rayon i s made by the 24 . Viscose pr ocess,
wherein the 25 pulp is treated with sodium hydroxid e and 27. cart
bisul~hid e t o form cellulose 28 . xanthate . A weak solution o-r-caustic soda is added and afte r thorough mixing, the 29 . viscose
so l ution is formed . A country that l eads in the production or
rayon is 30. u. s . 31 . Count Chardonnet was the first one
to t reat the r aw mat er ial _with 32 . nitric acid and 33 sulphuric
acid forming 34 . nitro - cellulose . Rayon comes from the
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35 . English word 36. "ray" meaning 37. beam of l ight. When
a drop of 38. s ulphur ic~id i s plac ed o ~pi ec e of rayon and
placed between t wo pieces of 39. paper, rayon 40 cha r s.
Test f or Sta r c h in Soybeans
Mash some s oyb eans previous l y soaked i n 41. wa t er and 42 h eat

i n a tes t t ube. Add a f ew drops of 43 . io di n e •
st a rc h i s ther e i n soybeans 44 . 291 -

Abo ut how much

Proteins in Soybeans
Mm's-h some s oybeans J? r evio usly soaked in water and 45 . h eat in
a t est t ube. Add 46. nitric ac i d. A 47 . yell ow col or""appears .
Th en a dd a few drops of 48 . ammon i um 49 . hydrate. A 50 deep
ora n~e color a pp ea rs . Soybeans, t herefore , cont ain 51. ~
ein s
Abo u cw±at i 1 52 . 441 .
Fats am.d Oi ls in Soybeans
Ma sh some dry s oyb eans in a mo r t a r with 53. etller . This wil l
54 . ext ract t he 55 oil. Pl a ce a few drops of t he oil on brown
p ap er and hea t ov er--=rE:e radia to r. A 56 trans l ucent spo t a ppears.
So ybeans , t l:. erefore , cont ain 57 . oi l.
The r eal boom in the pl ant ing of t he s oybeans was in 58. 1935
when 59 Henry Ford used it for 60 automobiles . In t he inves t i gation of Ford t s l ab or a tori e s he made a 61 pla stic a ut omobi l e
out of s oybeans . Five us e _of soyb ean oil a re :
62 . mar garin es , 63 . l a c que rs , 64 . paint , 65 . varnishes 66 . printin
inks .
-The newest us e for s oybean is 67. clot hing . The extern a l membranE
of a b ea n is ca l l ed 68 . t es t a . The 69 hi l um is the s cq r at the
po int of at t ac hment. ,. In 1940, 70 . 80 , 00 0 , 000 bushels .., o~ soybeans were gro wn . 1 he mi n era ls i n s oybean s are 1. calc ium
72 . ~hhosphorus and 73. iron . The t i ny opening i n t he li1l um
oft e bean i s ca l l ed 74--:--mlc r opyle . The s t ructure bearing
both ro ot a nd se ed i s cal l e d t he 75 hypoc ot yl .
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publi shed from 1931 t h rough 1937.
Doug l a ss, Ha rl R.

Modern Methods

.!.!'!

High School Tea ching.

Massachusetts, Houg hton Mi ff lin Comp any, [c 192aj ,
pp . 523-529.

Brief description of techni qu e us e d by exp erime nter
i s g iven.
·
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An Introduction to the Teaching .sf_

Downing, Elliot R.
Science.

[c 1934],

Chicago, Uni versity of Chicago Press ,
pp. 126-153.

A synopsis of experimental studies with res pect
to met hods i s gi ven.

Garrett, Henry E.

Stat isti-cs in Psychology and Education .

· Chi cago, Longmans, Gre en and Co., 1926, p. 134.
Of value i n determining the si gnificanc e of scores .
Gregory ,

c.

A. and Ren frow,

o. w.

Education and Psychology.
C. A. Gregory Company,

Statistica l Method s in

2nd ed .

Cincinnati,

[c 192i) , p . 114.

Valuable as a source for computing the reliability
of the difference betwe en two means.
Reed , Homer B.

Psychology and Tea ching of Seconda ry

School Subjects.

New York, Pr entice- Hall, Inc.,

1939 , pp . 587-642.
Indispensabl e in t his study .
Periodicals
Buckham ,

w.

B.

"An Endeavor to Contact Objectiv8s with

Methods in the Teaching of Science . ,r
and Mathematics.

(Schooi Science

Vol . 36, p. 610. June, 1936) .

Gives a go od comment on nat ure s tudy in the
l a boratory.
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Conn, Kennet h E .

''The p·o int System of Grading as Means

of Increasing Pupil Parti c ipation in High School
Chemis t ry Cl asses . "

(School Science and Mathemati cs.

Vol. 38, p . 818 . October, 1937).
Pros and Cons of lec·ture-d emonstration and laboratory met hods are disc us s ed.
Duel, Henry ti •

"Measurable outcomes of Laborat ory Work

i n Sc ience; A Review of Experimental I n vesti gat i ons . u
(School Sci en ce and Mathematics.

Vo l. 37 , pp . 79 5- 810},

Gives a revi ew of experimental i nvest i gat ions .
Elder, Albert L .

11

The Lecture- demonstration Method Versus

Ind ivid ual Laboratory Work i n Chemistry."
Education.

(Science

Vo l. 23 , p. 213 . March , 1939).

Relative merits of lecture-demonstration and
indi vidual l a boratory methods are disc us sed .
Rule-, James , N.

"Educational Usefulne ss of Science. u

(The Science Counselor .

Vo l. 4, p . 116 . De cember , 1938 ).

Of value in contributing mate rial for t his study.
Sutton , Fr aver

c.

"Why Laborat ory S c i enc e? 11

S ci enc e and Mathematics.

(S0hool

Vol. 43, p . 401 . May , 1943 ).

Good comments with special emphasis on the laborat ory me t hod are given.

